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DEVELOPMENTS IN IRAQ

This quarter saw fundamental changes in the size

and composition of the senior ranks in the Govern-

ment of Iraq (GOI). New leaders took the helms of

key agencies, while PrimeMinister Nuri al-Maliki

reduced the size of his cabinet—the Council of

Ministers (CoM).97 Amid these changes, several

key pieces of legislation remained under consider-

ation in the Council of Representatives (CoR). But

the CoR did pass new anticorruption statutes and

continued to debate hydrocarbon legislation. As

these legislativemaneuverings continued, thema-

jor political blocs—PrimeMinister al-Maliki’s State

of Law (SoL) coalition and former PrimeMinister

AyadAllawi’s al-Iraqiya bloc—were unable to reach

a lasting accord that would install permanent lead-

ers at theMinistry of Defense (MOD) andMinistry

of Interior (MOI).

Significant Political
Developments

Contraction of the Cabinet
In response to the late winter wave of protests that

swept Iraq, PrimeMinister al-Maliki pledged to

enact a series of measures in response to the dem-

onstrators’ demands. But most of the promised

changes—such as increasing the electricity supply

and reducing public corruption—are impractical,

if not impossible, to implement in the short term.

Reducing the size of the government, however, is

more straightforward. To that end, PrimeMinister

al-Maliki announced in late July that he was cull-

ing several cabinet-level posts, most of which were

occupied byMinisters of State without specific

portfolios.The remainingMinistries of State are

forWomen’s Affairs (Ibtehal al-Zeiday, SoL), CoR

Affairs (Safa al-Safi, SoL), and Provincial Affairs

(Turhan Abdullah, al-Iraqiya).The CoR ratified

the PrimeMinister’s decision on July 30, 2011.

Table 4.1 compares the political affiliations of the

GOI before and after the July government contrac-

tion. Figure 4.1 shows the composition of the GOI

as of October 12, 2011.98

New Leaders at Key Agencies
Since late 2010, PrimeMinister al-Maliki had

served as both actingMinister of Interior and

actingMinister of Defense. In August, he selected

theMinister of Culture, Sa’adoun al-Dulaimi,

to relieve him as the actingMinister of Defense.

While al-Maliki is still officially the acting head

ofMOI, Senior DeputyMinister Adnan al-Asadi

manages the day-to-day operations of theminis-

try. Other recent leadership changes at key GOI

agencies include:

• Inmid-August,Minister of Electricity Ra’ad

al-Ani resigned at the request of PrimeMinis-

ter al-Maliki, who accused him of engaging in

improper contracting practices with regard to a

series of deals worth almost $1.8 billion. Al-Ani

is amember the Sunni-dominated al-Iraqiya

GOVERNANCE

Table 4.1

GOI Cabinet Members, by Political

Affiliation, 4/2011 vs. 9/2011

April September

Al-Iraqiya 8 7

State of Law Coalition 10 5

Sadrist Trend 6 5

Kurdistani Alliance 6 4

Al-Fadhila 2 1

Iraqi Turkoman Front 1 1

Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq 2 1

Other 7 6

Total 42 30

Note: The Prime Minister and three Deputy Prime Ministers remain
unchanged. Of the members belonging to “Other” political alliances
in the current cabinet, one (from Unity of Iraq) is allied with al-Iraqiya,
and the other is generally allied with the Kurdistani Alliance.

Sources: GOI, CoM, information provided to SIGIR, 4/20/2011 and
10/2011.

Minister of Electricity
Ra’ad al-Ani resigned
at the request of
Prime Minister
al-Maliki, who
accused him of
engaging in improper
contracting practices.
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bloc. He is the secondMinister of Electricity to

resign in the last 14months. Reprising his fill-in

role from last summer, Deputy PrimeMinis-

ter for Energy Affairs Hussein al-Shahristani

replaced al-Ani asMinister of Electricity on an

acting basis. Shahristani’s brief tenure came to

an end onOctober 10, when the PrimeMinister

chose, and the CoR quickly confirmed, al-Iraqiya

blocmember Abdul KareemAftan to serve as

Minister of Electricity.99

• In September, the acting Commissioner of the

Commission of Integrity (COI) departed from

this post, returning to a position in the judi-

ciary. For additional details on this change in

leadership at Iraq’s chief anticorruption agency,

see the Rule of Law section of this report. 100

Pause in Sadrist Attacks on U.S. Military
In mid-September, a spokesman announced that

Muqtada al-Sadr had ordered his followers not to

attack U.S. troops before the completion of their

pullout from Iraq, which is scheduled to occur

by December 31, 2011.101 His acolytes cautioned

that any U.S. military forces remaining in Iraq in

2012 would be subject to attack from his militia.

Al-Sadr and his allies currently control 40 seats

in the CoR, including the chairmanship of the

CoR Integrity Committee and several ministries,

including the key post of Minister of Planning

and Development Coordination.102

Legislative Update

National Council for Higher Policies
PrimeMinister al-Maliki and former Prime

Minister Allawi agreed in late 2010 to create a new

National Council for Higher Policies (NCHP),

which was intended to be a high-level policy body

with a voice in security, economic, and diplo-

maticmatters. But almost a year after the two top

finishers in theMarch 2010 elections decided, in

principle, to establish theNCHP, the enabling legis-

lation needed to form it remains stalled in the CoR.

In addition, former PrimeMinister Allawi, who is

supposed to chair the NCHP as compensation for

relinquishing his claim to the PrimeMinister’s of-

fice, remains ambivalent about taking the post.103

Hydrocarbon Law
This quarter, PrimeMinister al-Maliki and the

Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) contin-

ued to differ over who controls Iraq’s hydrocarbon

resources—the federal government in Baghdad,

or the regional and provincial governments. In

mid-August, the CoROil and Energy Committee

proposed its own draft hydrocarbon law. By intro-

ducing a bill independent of the CoM, the backers

of this draft law asserted the CoR’s right to offer

new legislation without going through the CoM.

Inmid-September, the CoM approved its own

draft version of the law and submitted it to the CoR

for consideration.TheCoMmaintains that the

draft is appropriate under the Iraqi Constitution,

Deputy Prime Minister for Energy Affairs Hussein al-Shahristani (left) and former Minister of Electricity Ra’ad al-Ani testify at an
August 17 CoR hearing on electricity contracts. (Sharqiya Television)

A spokesman
announced that

Muqtada al-Sadr had
ordered his followers

not to attack U.S.
troops before the

completion of their
pullout from Iraq.
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Figure 4.1

Presidency Council

State of Law
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Al-Iraqiya

IraqiNationalAlliance

Other/Independent
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(at time of appointment)

The Kurdistani Alliance is a coalition of the two main Kurdish parties: the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) and the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP).

The State of Law Coalition is a Shia-Sunni political bloc led by PM Nuri al-Maliki.

Al-Iraqiya is a largely secular, Sunni-dominated bloc led by former PM Ayad Allawi. It won the most seats in the March 2010 CoR elections.

The Iraqi National Alliance is a Shia political bloc consisting primarily of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq (ISCI) and the Sadrist Trend.

Includes members of various minor parties, who may from time to time ally themselves with the major blocs.
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TBD

Government of Iraq, Senior Officials, as of 10/12/2011
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Vice President:
Tariq al-Hashemi
Party: Iraqi National Movement

Vice President:
Khudayer al-Khuza’ie
Party: Dawa Tanzim
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Council of Representatives

Sources: GOI, CoR, www.Parliament.iq/dirrasd/2010/sort.pdf; GOI, CoM, information provided to SIGIR, 1/7/2011, 4/20/2011, and 10/2011; SIGIR analysis of GOI and U.S. government documents
and open-source information in Arabic and English, 11/2010−10/2011.
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prosecution, which is automatically afforded

him because of his status as a parliamentarian.108

• On September 24, the CoR passed laws reor-

ganizing the COI and the Board of Supreme

Audit, two of Iraq’s three primary anticorrup-

tion agencies.The new laws give the CoR—not

the CoM—the authority to appoint the heads

of these agencies.The Rule of Law subsection of

this Report analyzes these two new laws.109

Upcoming Legislative Priorities
In addition to continuing discussions regarding

theNCHP and hydrocarbon laws, the CoRmay

consider several other key issues in the coming

months, including:110

• legislation affecting the nature of the continuing

U.S.-Iraqi relationship

• the status of Kirkuk and the surrounding areas

• legislation pertaining to water resources

• relations with bordering states, especially Kuwait

and Iran

• possible constitutional amendments

• economic reforms aimed at attracting non-

hydrocarbon-related foreign investment and

refurbishing Iraq’s industrial sector

• tariff reform

• final census preparations

• a new law for Iraq’s inspectors general

• initial plans for upcoming elections, including

for the Provincial Councils and for the CoR

U.S. Capacity-development
Programs

Two key long-term capacity-development pro-

grams ended this quarter, and the U.S. Agency

for International Development (USAID) began

one related project, and expects to soon begin an-

other, aimed at strengthening Iraq’s national and

provincial governments.Three additional ongo-

ing capacity-development programs funded by

USAID and the Department of State (DoS) con-

tinued this quarter with the goals of improving

which it interprets as giving control over all hydro-

carbon resources to the national government.

In earlyOctober, DPM for EnergyAffairs

al-Shahristani reiterated his contention that con-

tracts entered into by the KRG are illegal and that

companies operating there, such as Hess Corpora-

tion, should remain banned from operating in the

rest of Iraq.104 But KRGPresidentMasoud Barzani

voiced his objections to the CoM-approved draft,

claiming that it accorded toomuch control over

Iraq’s oil sector to theOffice of the PrimeMinister.

In his statement condemning the CoMdraft, Presi-

dent Barzani claimed that it constitutes a “breach

of trust conducted in an authoritarianmanner that

is designed to impose a centralizedmethod and to

consolidate dictatorial economic decisionmaking

and place the reins of all in the hands of a few.”105 In

commenting on the CoR draft, the KRGMinister

of Natural Resources told SIGIR that, in his opin-

ion, it requires amending but is farmore accept-

able than the CoMdraft.106 Before becoming law,

the CoMdraftmust still be approved by the CoR,

where various hydrocarbon bills have languished

since 2007. For further details on these issues, see

the Focus on the Kurdistan Region and Economy

subsections of this Report.

CoR Activities
This quarter, the CoR took several other note-

worthy actions:

• Inmid-September, several members of the

increasingly vocal Integrity Committee an-

nounced their intention to work for the rein-

statement of the recently retired COI Commis-

sioner, Judge Raheem al-Ugaili.Their efforts

were unsuccessful.107

• In late September, CoRmember Sheik Sabah

al-Saadi of the Shia al-Fadhila party, an outspo-

ken critic of government corruption since his

break with PrimeMinister al-Maliki several

years ago, confirmed that a warrant had been

issued for his arrest on the grounds that he in-

sulted the PrimeMinister.TheCoR is currently

studying whether to remove his immunity from

DPM for Energy
Affairs al-Shahristani
reiterated his
contention that
contracts entered into
by the KRG are illegal.
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• meeting with Iraqi non-governmental organiza-

tions and business unions

• meeting withmembers of the Iraqi academic

community

Governance Strengthening Project
This quarter, USAID was in the final stages of

awarding a contract to implement the Gover-

nance Strengthening Project (GSP), a $131 mil-

lion ESF-funded effort that aims to continue the

work of the Local Governance Program (LGP),

which ended in September.The project will aim

to develop Iraq’s provincial governments amid

concerns raised in evaluations of the LGP about

the ability of the central government to devolve

power to the provinces.116

While Iraq’s Constitution lays the founda-

tion for decentralized governance, there is still a

strong centralized approach. According to the Iraq

Partners Forum, a body chaired by the UN and the

World Bank, national plans have not been linked

to provincial development plans, and Iraq has yet

tomake structural changes needed to improve the

“architecture” and “machinery” of government to

support further decentralization of authority. For

instance, there are no criteria to ensure equitable

distribution of government services and resources

at the provincial level.117

TheGSP seeks to bolster development of a decen-

tralized Iraqi government through three objectives,

whichUSAID formulates as follows:118

• LawReform. Legal and regulatory decentraliza-

tion reforms clarify the authorities and responsi-

bilities of provincial and local governments.

• Institutional Strengthening.Targeted provin-

cial and local governments institutionalize core

authorities and responsibilities.

• ExecutiveOversight.Targeted provincial and

local elected officials hold executiveministries

accountable for improved services.

Whereas the outgoing LGP sought to assist

popularly elected Provincial Council Members,

Governors, and their staffs to implement the

the efficiency of government at the national and

district levels and promoting democracy and the

development of civil society.111

New Programs

Iraq National and Provincial
Administrative Reform Project

In June, USAID launched the Iraq National and

Provincial Administrative Reform Project (called

Tarabot, or “linkages,” in Arabic) with $151mil-

lion from the ESF.The new initiative follows the

long-running National Capacity Development

Program (called Tatweer, or “development,” in

Arabic), which was concluded on July 31, 2011.

Like Tatweer, Tarabot aims to support the GOI by

strengthening federal, provincial, and sub-provin-

cial government entities while working to increase

provincial control over public-policy decision

making and government resources.The project is

scheduled to conclude in 2015.112

Whereas the outgoingTatweer program at-

tempted to support the GOI at the national level

by working to reform the national civil service,

preparing a national development plan, and

instituting a social security database, the new

Tarabot project plans to expand that support to the

provinces. According toUSAID, the aim is to help

the GOI empower provincial and sub-provincial

governments by instituting legal and institutional

reforms, establishing policies governing civil ser-

vice, and developing lines of communication—or

“linkages”—between the central government and

the provinces.113 Specifically,Tarabot plans to help

reform the civil service, institute national policy

management, and promote decentralized admin-

istration.114This quarter,Tarabot completed several

start-up tasks, including:115

• meeting with the PrimeMinister’s Chief of Staff

to discuss hiring of senior advisors

• meeting with theMinister ofWomen’s Affairs to

discuss the impact of proposed policies and laws

onwomen

According to the
Iraq Partners Forum,
Iraq has yet to make

structural changes
needed to improve
the “architecture”
and “machinery”
of government to

support further
decentralization of

authority.
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Theother 16 grants, worth $15.8million, are for

efforts that address women’s issues.122

Figure 4.2 provides a status of funding and descrip-

tions ofmajor completed and ongoing activities for

these programs.

Provincial Development
U.S. Embassy-Baghdad’s Office of Provincial

Affairs (OPA) shut down onAugust 26, and the

last Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT), based

inDiyala province, closed on September 10. For

further information on the closure of the PRTs, see

Section 1 of this Report.

QRF and PRDC Projects
With the end of the PRT program in Iraq, recon-

struction in the provinces is now being overseen

by the Iraq Strategic PartnershipOffice, including

ongoing provincial development projects that draw

on the ESFQuick Response Fund (QRF) and the

Provincial ReconstructionDevelopment Council

(PRDC) program.123This quarter, U.S. Embassy-

Baghdad reported that the PRDC continued to sup-

port 23 projects valued at $46.8million, including

Provincial Powers Act, the GSP seeks to assist

targeted provincial bodies to more effectively

respond to community needs. USAID reported

that it envisions the GSP working in tandemwith

the other new project, Tarabot.The first aims to

help the provincial government become a respon-

sive, democratically accountable entity, while

the second seeks to strengthen the links between

provincial offices and federal ministries.119

Ongoing Programs
Three additionalUSAID- andDoS-funded capacity-

development programs continued this quarter:

• CommunityAction Program III.TheUSAID-

administered programworked with four organi-

zations—ACDI/VOCA (Agricultural Coopera-

tive Development International/Volunteers in

Overseas Cooperative Assistance), Cooperative

Housing Foundation International, International

Relief andDevelopment, andMercy Corps—to

implement grassroots projects designed to build

infrastructure, aid internally displaced persons,

and distribute aid through theMarla Ruzicka

IraqiWar Victims Fund, which dispenses

money to Iraqis killed or injured duringU.S. or

coalition operations.120

• Ministerial CapacityDevelopment (MCD).

TheDoS-administered program continued this

quarter with three projects aimed at creating a

database for real estate registry offices (discussed

further in the Rule of Law subsection of this

Report); developing water-sharing agreements

with Syria, Iran, and Turkey; and creating an

environment conducive to investment. However,

DoS reported expending funds for only the first

project; funds were not spent this quarter on the

other two projects.121

• Democracy andCivil Society.TheDoSBureau

ofDemocracy, HumanRights, and Labor report-

ed this quarter that its Iraq portfolio comprises 46

grants, totaling $186million. Eight of the grants,

totaling $24.6million,were for human rights

projects; and therewere 22 ongoingdemocracy

and governance programs, valued at $144million.

Figure 4.2

Sources: NEA-I, response to SIGIR data call, 9/28/2011; USAID, responses to SIGIR data call, 10/11/2011 and 10/12/2011.

Ongoing U.S.-funded Capacity-development Programs

$ Millions

Total Allocation: $409.30

Unexpended
$49.42

Expended
$359.88

Strengthens Iraq’s government at the district and
sub-district levels through community action
groups that support small economic initiatives,
small business ventures, and agriculture, among
other areas.

Community Action Program

Total Allocation: $267.00

Unexpended
$60.29

Expended
$206.71

Focuses on grassroots empowerment by
supporting widows, rule-of-law projects,
democracy-building projects, media, and other
areas to support the institutionalizing of
democracy and strengthening of civil society.

Democracy and Civil Society

Total Allocation: $50.03

Unexpended
$13.46

Expended
$36.57

Aids development of projects in Iraq’s executive
branch, including ministries and the Prime
Minister’s Office.

Ministerial Capacity Development

U.S. Embassy-
Baghdad’s Office
of Provincial Affairs
shut down on
August 26, and
the last Provincial
Reconstruction
Team closed on
September 10.
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and remove barriers to stability and development

and to use Iraqi resources tomaximize stability.127

This quarter, U.S. Embassy-Baghdad reported

that themost recent SDR, covering the period

April–June 2011, found that the risk of instability

remained high due to public anger over a lack of

public services, government ineffectiveness, and

to a lesser extent, rule of law and security.While

most provinces registered improvements in at least

somemetrics, overall ratings remained poor.Most

provinces rated “very unstable” for perceived lack

of basic services, which includedmetrics thatmea-

sured access to sewage, potable water, and electric-

ity, among others. Similarly, most provinces rated

“very unstable” inmetrics thatmeasured govern-

ment accountability and budget execution. In the

economics category, most provinces were deemed

“very unstable” in perceptions of unemployment,

training opportunities, and education. Despite

continued lack of security, metrics in this category

fared relatively well—suggesting that Iraqis were

unlikely to resort to civil unrest due to a lack of

security. Only Baghdadwas rated “very unstable,”

and provinces along the disputed Arab-Kurdish

“fault line” and near the southern border with Iran

were rated “moderately stable.”The remaining

provinces were rated “stable.”128

Internally Displaced Persons
and Refugees

This quarter, several thousand people fled from

villages in the Kurdistan Region because of fight-

ing between Iranian forces andmilitant groups

encamped in Iraq.129 Although precise figures

remain difficult to obtain, the UnitedNationsHigh

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates

that nearly 1.3million people displaced since the

2006 SamarraMosque bombing remained inter-

nally displaced as of August 2011, includingmore

than 467,000 people living in 380 settlements for

internally displaced persons (IDPs).The remaining

repairs of provincial health clinics, installation of

hospital equipment, upgrades at courthouses, and

building schools, among other efforts.124 All projects

are scheduled to be completed by September 30,

2012, though the Embassy reports that efforts to

providemedical equipment for the BasrahChil-

dren’sHospital, home connections to the Falluja

WasteWater Treatment System, and repairs to the

Rusafa Courthousemay extend beyond that date.125

DoS completed 103 QRF projects valued at

$14.5 million, with $10.2 million disbursed dur-

ing the quarter toward those projects; additionally,

33 newQRF projects valued at $4.6million were

approved this quarter.126 Figure 4.3 shows funds

obligated and expended for QRF and PRDCproj-

ects completed and ongoing this quarter.

Stability Development Roadmap
Prior to closing, OPA released its final Stability

Development Roadmap (SDR) this quarter. OPA

had used the SDR tomeasure how susceptible each

Iraqi provincemight be to civil unrest by assessing

factors—such as a lack of electricity or perceived

levels of government corruption—thatmight spark

riots or demonstrations. U.S. Embassy-Baghdad

said it then used this tool to help the GOI identify

Figure 4.3

Total Allocation: $631.21

Unexpended
$63.54

Expended
$567.66

DoS committee of PRT members, Iraqi engineers,
and ministry personnel; designed to undertake
small-scale projects, such as schools and roads.

PRT/PRDC Projects

Total Allocation: $286.84

Unexpended
$26.51

Expended
$260.33

Used by Provincial Reconstruction Teams to bolster
local government by funding smaller projects in
the provinces.

PRT Quick Response Fund

Sources: NEA-I, response to SIGIR data call, 9/28/2011; USACE, response to SIGIR data call, 10/4/2011; USAID,
response to SIGIR data call, 10/11/2011.

U.S.-funded QRF and PRDC Programs

$ Millions

Several thousand
people fled from

villages in the
Kurdistan Region

because of fighting
between Iranian

forces and militant
groups encamped

in Iraq.
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andMigration (PRM) continued its program to

resettle Iraqi refugees and Special Immigrant

Visa (SIV) holders who qualified to relocate to the

United States.134

DoS Activities
PRM reported that, as of July, it had worked with

UNHCR to rehabilitate or reconstruct 728 shelters

to support IDP families in 2011, with a particular

focus on Baghdad andDiyala provinces, which see

the largest numbers of returnees. A PRM-funded

cash-for-work program, carried out by theWorld

Food Programme (WFP), provided short-term

employment for 10,062 people in Diyala and Bagh-

dad during 2011 by putting them to work on small

infrastructure rehabilitation projects. PRM also

assistedUNHCR in efforts to rehabilitate water and

sanitation systems andworked with the Interna-

tional Organization forMigration (IOM) andWPF

to help returning refugees and IDPs reintegrate

into their host communities.The IOMprogram

includes in-kind grants, assistance in developing

business plans, and small-scale infrastructure

projects designed to have a quick impact on the

local economy.135

IDPs have found shelter in apartments, abandoned

buildings, or with relatives.130

In the first eightmonths of 2011, UNHCR

estimates thatmore than 101,000 IDPs and 39,000

refugees returned home. Almost 44,000 returned

during themonth of August, whichwasmore

than twice the number of returnees in each of the

preceding threemonths.131TheDeputyMinister for

Displacement andMigration attributed the higher

returns inAugust primarily to the fourfold increase

in government assistance to returning families—

from$855 to $3,419—that was put into effect earlier

this year. But he also cited turmoil elsewhere in the

region, especially in Yemen and Libya, as a factor

behind the return of refugees.132 Figure 4.4 shows

total refugee and IDP returns bymonth from Janu-

ary 2009 throughAugust 2011.

Syria continues to be the largest recipient in the

region for Iraqi refugees, despite ongoing violence

in parts of that country. As of September 30, 2011,

UNHCR had registered 121,507 Iraqi refugees in

Syria and 33,753 Iraqi refugees in Jordan, though

estimates of the actual numbers of Iraqi refugees

residing in both countries are much greater.133

U.S. Support for IDPs and Refugees
DoS andUSAID continued this quarter to ad-

minister support programs for IDPs and refugees

through several entities, including the USAID

Office of ForeignDisaster Assistance (OFDA). Ad-

ditionally, the DoS Bureau of Population, Refugees,

Iraqi IDPs in tents set up by the UNHCR in the Gojar region near
the border with Iran. (UNHCR photo)

Figure 4.4
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Note: Beginning in 2010, the Ministry of Displacement and Migration increased assistance to refugee and IDP
families and eliminated the need for returning refugees to provide a PDS card number.

Sources: UNHCR, Monthly Statistical Update on Return–October 2009, September 2010, and August 2011.

Total Refugee and IDP Returns, by Month, 1/2009–8/2011

Almost 44,000
returned during
the month of August,
which was more than
twice the number of
returnees in each of
the preceding three
months.
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of Displacement andMigration (MoDM) also

reported that it has been working to establish local

reconciliation councils to improve the conditions of

the displaced. According to PRM, theministry has

begunworking with international organizations to

try to provide employment and low-cost housing

for IDPs as well.139

In August, theMoDMannounced that it had

stopped giving cash grants to IDPs, claiming the

monetary aid was no longer necessary in light of

the success of the program and the improved secu-

rity situation in Iraq.Theministry noted, however,

that IDPs continue to experience psychological

barriers to returning to their places of origin.

Although the cash grant program has ended, the

ministry indicated that it will continue efforts to

provide low-cost housing and employment, regard-

less of whether IDPs choose to integrate in their

current location or return home.140 According to

the DeputyMinister,MoDMalso has a program

designed to help returnees who find that their own

homes have been taken over by squatters. Under

this program, the squatters are ordered tomove out

of the home but also provided with sixmonths of

rent.141

TheMoDMworked this quarter with the

IraqiMinistries of Foreign Affairs, Interior, and

Transportation, as well as the Red Crescent Society

andUNHCR, tomonitor the return of Iraqis in

neighboring countries. It also opened offices in

some neighboring countries to offer assistance to

refugees,142 and it said that it had started providing

stipends to displaced Iraqis in Iran, Jordan, and

Lebanon.143 However, theMoDMnoted a lack of

information concerning Iraqi refugees in countries

where it had not yet opened offices, calling on

international organizations to better coordinate

efforts to track and provide aid to Iraqi refugees.144

Iraqi Minority Communities

This quarter, U.S. Embassy-Baghdad reported 13

ongoing minority-directive projects, valued at

USAID Activities
OFDA reported this quarter that it had provided

support to Iraqi IDPs and vulnerable populations

by distributing essential emergency relief supplies,

providing emergency shelter, improving access

to water and sanitation services, and supporting

livelihood and economic recovery opportunities.

OFDA also reported it had strengthened hu-

manitarian coordination and information sharing,

increased food security through agriculture and

livestock-rearing programs, and promoted chil-

dren’s psychosocial health through child-friendly

spaces and teacher training. According toOFDA, it

expendedmore than $23.8million throughout Iraq

in FY 2011, including approximately $1.25million

to support livelihoods andwater, sanitation, and hy-

giene services for vulnerable populations inDiyala

and Baghdad provinces. OFDA said that the funds

benefitedmore than 617,000 people nationwide.136

Refugee Resettlement in the United States
As of September 30, 2011, more than 66,200 Iraqi

refugees and SIV holders had resettled in the

United States through two separate programs:

61,672 resettled as refugees, and at least 4,613 re-

settled with SIVs (DoS only tracks SIV holders who

elect resettlement and placement benefits through

PRM).This quarter, 2,509 Iraqis resettled as refu-

gees, and 79 resettled with SIVs.With 14,620 refu-

gees, California has absorbed the highest number

of Iraqis.Michigan, Texas, andArizona also took

inmore than 4,000 refugees each. Texas has taken

in the highest number of SIV holders, at 938.137

GOI Support for IDPs and Refugees
ThenewGOIMinister of Displacement andMi-

gration refocused efforts this quarter on integrating

IDPs into their adopted areas of refuge in Iraq.The

new strategy represents a policy departure from the

previous aim of aiding only those IDPs who sought

to return to their places of origin, and reflects the

realization thatmany IDPs are unlikely to return to

their original homes because of lingering security

concerns and inaccessible property.138TheMinistry

The MoDM
announced that it

had stopped giving
cash grants to

IDPs, claiming the
monetary aid was no

longer necessary.
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sectarian violence elsewhere in Iraq, according to

the Institute forWar and Peace Reporting.148 Since

2003, the populations of Iraq’sminority communi-

ties have been drastically reduced in number as

communitymembers have fled to safer places. Iraqi

Christians have dropped from approximately

1.4 million to less than 600,000, withmost seeking

refuge in Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan.Thenumber

of Sabaeans has shrunk frommore than 60,000 to

less than 10,000during the sameperiod.149 Although

the lack of a recent census prevents a clear picture

of demographic shifts, nongovernmental organi-

zations estimate that Iraq’s ethnic and religious

minoritiesmake up nomore than 3%of the

population.150 See Table 4.2 for descriptions of Iraq’s

minority communities and population estimates.◆

$2.6 million. An additional 37minority projects

were completed during the quarter valued at

$8.8 million.145 Additionally, USAID provided

$1.2 million to fund 19 grants through its Access

to Justice program, which includes support to Iraq’s

IDPs and people without identity papers,many of

whom aremembers ofminority communities.146

According to theMinority RightsGroup Interna-

tional, a London-based organization, Iraqiminori-

ties suffered fewer attacks so far this year than in

previous years, but international agencies reported

that significant numbers ofminority populations

continued to seek refuge in safer areas of Iraq or in

neighboring countries.147 InOctober, the Patriotic

Union of Kurdistan party announced it was offer-

ing homes to poor Christian families uprooted by

Table 4.2

Population Estimates and Descriptions of Minority Communities in Iraq, 2003 and 2011

2003 2011

Christians Predominantly Assyrian, Chaldean, Armenian, and Syriac; most live in or
around the Kurdistan Region; a small number of Armenians live in Basrah. 1.4 million 400,000 to

600,000

Turkmen Descendants of Ottoman Empire-era soldiers and traders, about 60% of
Turkmen are Sunni Muslim and the rest are Shia. 800,000 200,000

Sabaeans Gnostics who follow John the Baptist, Sabaeans do not accept converts and
must live near a river to observe religious rites; concentrated in southern Iraq.

60,000 to
70,000

5,000 to
10,000

Yazidis
Ancient group with religious traditions drawn from Zoroastrianism,
Manicheism, Islam, Christianity, and Judaism; Yazidis do not accept converts or
marry outside the faith; concentrated around Sinjar Mountain west of Mosul.

600,000 to
700,000

Less than
500,000

Shabaks
Most identify as Shia and the rest as Sunni, but do not observe all pillars of
Islam and draw religious traditions from Yazidis and Sufism. Shabaks have
lived along the Ninewa Plains since 1502.

400,000 to
500,000

200,000 to
500,000

Feyli Kurds
Ethnically Kurdish Shia, the Feyli live mainly in Diyala province along the Iranian
border, in Baghdad, and in Iran. Under Saddam Hussein’s regime, they were
stripped of Iraqi citizenship.

1 million to
1.5 million

100,000 to
120,000

Kaka’is Kurds who speak their own dialect, Kaka’is draw religious traditions from
Yazidis, Zoroastrianism, and Shia Islam. They live primarily in Kirkuk and Mosul. 200,000 60,000 to

70,000

Note: Some population estimates were obtained from community leaders who met with the Minority Rights Group International; others were
taken from SIGIR interviews with community leaders and U.S. government reports.

Sources: DRL, International Religious Freedom Reports, 2006 and 2010, www.state.gov/g/drl/irf/2010/148821.htm, accessed 6/5/2011; SIGIR
interviews with members of Sabaean community, 6/29/2011; Minority Rights Group International Report, “Still Targeted: Continued Persecution of
Iraq’s Minorities,” 2010; Minority Rights Group International, information provided to SIGIR, 10/18/2011.

International
agencies reported
that significant
numbers of minority
populations
continued to seek
refuge in safer
areas of Iraq or
in neighboring
countries.
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At the peak of the conflict in Iraq, the U.S. military

hadmore than 150,000 troops deployed through-

out the country. As of September 30, 2011, the

United States had obligated $26.00 billion, and

expended $24.86 billion for programs and projects

to develop the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF).151

Since the start of OperationNewDawn on

September 1, 2010, the U.S. Forces-Iraq (USF-I) has

transitioned 50 bases to Iraqi control, and it is con-

tinuing to draw down the number of U.S. troops

present in the country.152 As of September 30, 2011,

approximately 43,500U.S. troops were operat-

ing in Iraq with the interimmission to advise,

train, assist, and equip the ISF; conduct targeted

counterterrorism operations; and protect ongoing

U.S. civilian andmilitary activities.153 Under the

existing terms of the U.S.-Iraq Security Agreement

of 2008,154 the U.S. militarymission in Iraq will end

onDecember 31, 2011. For a timeline of U.S. troop

withdrawal, see Figure 4.5.

Formore than two years, USF-I has been focused

on force withdrawal155 and the interimmission.

Although this has ledU.S. forces to be less engaged

in kinetic operations, USF-I reported this quarter

that troops are operating in “a complex environ-

ment” and that “conducting stability operations in

a counterinsurgency environment under a security

agreement” presentedmany challenges.156 None-

theless, Augustmarked the firstmonth since 2003

SECURITY

Soldiers from the mortar platoon, Advise and Assist Brigade,
1st Cavalry Division, fire a 120 mm mortar out of an armored
mortar carrier at Camp Sparrowhawk, Iraq, in August 2011.
(USF-I photo)

Figure 4.5
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Boots on Ground 43,513,
as of 9/30/2011

Assigned 45,217, as of 9/30/2011
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Note: “Assigned” is defined as all DoD servicemembers deployed to Iraq, whether currently in Iraq or not. This number does not reflect servicemem-
bers on rest and recuperation leave or on temporary duty outside of Iraq. “Boots on Ground” is defined as all DoD servicemembers deployed to Iraq
minus those on rest and recuperation leave or on temporary duty outside of Iraq and servicemembers in Iraq who are assigned to a newly arrived
unit conducting Relief in Place /Transfer of Authority with a departing unit.

Source: USF-I, response to SIGIR data call, 10/5/2011.

Schedule of USF-I Troop Withdrawal, 6/25/2011–12/31/2011

August marked the
first month since

2003 in which no
U.S. military personnel

were killed in Iraq.
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under the Embassy’s Chief of Mission, 3,000 are

security personnel.160

Office of Security Cooperation-Iraq
The Strategic Framework Agreement between the

United States and Iraq provided for security and

defense cooperation arrangements to be reached

following the withdrawal of U.S. forces.This an-

ticipated an OSC-I to carry out security assistance

and security cooperationmanagement functions

after 2011. According to the Department of De-

fense (DoD) Office of Inspector General, however,

delays in planning for the OSC-I occurred as

higher-echelon and regional commands failed to

provide guidance. But lower-echelon officers in

Iraq led a planning effort that worked its way up

the chain of command.161

DoD reports that the office, as currently ap-

proved, has 157OSC-I personnel (U.S. military,

civilian, and locally hired staff) who are actively

providing security cooperation and assistance

for approximately 64 projected and anticipated

ForeignMilitary Sales (FMS) cases valued at ap-

proximately $500million.162 For details of OSC-I

staffing, by location, see Section 1 of this Report.

Foreign Military Sales
By January 2012, the OSC-I is expected to support

nomore than 763 Security Assistance Team (SAT)

members at 10 sites in Iraq to administer 368 cases:

183 Iraqi-funded FMS cases, valued at approxi-

mately $7.5 billion, and 185U.S.-funded pseudo-

FMS cases, valued at approximately $2.4 billion.163

Ofmore than $2.3 billion in equipment and

projects already delivered, the GOI fundedmore

than 64%.164

Legacy ISFF Funds
According to information provided by theOffice

of the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),

more than $1.1 billion in FY 2011 Iraq Security

Forces Fund (ISFF) appropriations will be available

for obligation after the end of USF-I’s mission.165

For the planned obligations, by quarter, of these

inwhich noU.S.military personnel were killed in

Iraq. During the course of the quarter, however, five

U.S. soldiers were reported killed.157

The process of withdrawing troops and ending

USF-I’s mission has beenmarked by some uncer-

tainty about a continuing role for U.S. troops after

December 31, 2011.TheU.S. Office of the Secretary

of Defense was apparently reticent to limit post-

2011 strategic alternatives following the election of

a newGOI in 2010.158 GOI officials had discussed

possible training roles for U.S. troops and amend-

ments to the Security Agreement (as well as op-

position to amendments). However, onOctober 21,

President Obama announced that U.S. troops will

be withdrawing as scheduled under the terms of

the existing strategic framework.159

Bilateral Security Cooperation

Preparations for the security relationship between

the United States and Iraq following the end of the

USF-I mission have been affected by themagni-

tude of the drawdown itself as well as the scope

and responsibilities of the U.S. agencies overseeing

a continuing relationship with GOI security orga-

nizations. Two relatively large security activities

overseen by U.S. agencies are slated to continue

after 2011, and legacy funding to support the ISF

will contribute tomeeting the GOI’s enduring

security requirements.

Separately, as the military’s Operation New

Dawn ends, a U.S. diplomatic mission of unprec-

edented size and complexity is being stood up.

The security requirements for this diplomatic

mission—with consulates, embassy branches,

training centers, and Office of Security Cooper-

ation-Iraq (OSC-I) sites—are being met without

the umbrella of uniformed U.S. troops. Although

the security plan for this diplomatic platform

and personnel mobility is expected to be refined

in the coming months, private security contrac-

tors (PSCs) are certain to play a central role. Of

the approximately 6,500 contractors currently

U.S. troops will be
withdrawing as
scheduled under the
terms of the existing
strategic framework.
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advising, training, and equipping the Iraqimili-

tary, including professional military education and

planning for jointmilitary exercises.169

Iraqi Security Forces

According toUSF-I, the ISF is “the fastest-growing

military, with the highest [operations tempo] in the

world for the last eight years.” Iraq is also touted to

have “themost capable counterinsurgency force in

theMiddle East and Central Asia.”170The security

situation inside Iraq has necessitated a focus on

fighting internal threats, but in the last two years,

the ISF has begun to build capacity to defend the

legacy funds—which were provided to sustain,

equip, and train the ISF to reachMinimumEssen-

tial Capabilities (MEC)—see Table 4.3.

With the exception of items determined by the

Secretary of Defense to be included on the U.S.

Munitions List (USML), all funds expended for

purchases for the ISF are subject to amaximum

USG payment of 80% of the cost of the item.166

However, as all amounts disbursed through Sep-

tember 2011 appear to be for items on the USML,

they are subject to the exception, and no GOI

“match” is required.167

Generally, the remaining ISFF outlays appear

to be complementary to existing or planned FMS

cases.The spend plan anticipates procurement of

repair parts and technical expertise for key weap-

on systems, including: aircraft; maritime vessels;

trucks, tanks, and armored personnel carriers;

artillery systems; small arms; night-vision devices;

logistics systems; critical command control com-

munications and intelligence systems; unmanned

aerial vehicle capabilities. 168

OSC-I would also be responsible for imple-

menting $1 billion in ForeignMilitary Financing

requested for Iraq in 2012. According to the DoS

request, which is currently under consideration

by the Congress, funds would be used to support

Table 4.3

FY 2011 ISFF Spend Plan (Obligations) Through 9/30/2012

$ Thousands

FY 2011 ISFF

Total Amount

Released

FY 2011 FY 2012
Total

Obligations3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr

MOD Sustainment 503,015 20,865 96,060 176,971 133,458 36,660 39,000 503,014

Equipment 707,773 60,000 178,837 225,779 192,114 31,392 19,652 707,774

Training 170,546 500 80,890 42,640 35,006 11,510 170,546

Subtotal 1,381,334 80,865 275,397 483,640 368,212 103,058 70,162 1,381,334

MOI Sustainment 13,260 13,260 13,260

Equipment 98,066 30,000 33,700 27,480 3,834 3,052 98,066

Training 2,340 2,340 2,340

Subtotal 113,666 30,000 46,960 29,820 3,834 3,052 113,666

QRF Subtotal 5,000 30 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,220 5,000

ISFF Totals 1,500,000 80,895 305,397 531,850 399,282 108,142 74,434 1,500,000

Source: OUSD(C), response to SIGIR data call, 10/4/2011.

Iraqi Army training in Baghdad on August 10. (GOI photo)

Iraq is also touted
to have “the
most capable

counterinsurgency
force in the Middle

East and Central
Asia.”
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assist in mentoring the forces of Iraq’s emerging

air force capability.178

Maritime Domain
As part of the transition from amilitary- to a

civilian-ledU.S. engagement in Iraq, the U.S. Coast

Guard (USCG)Maritime Security Advisory Team

(MSAT), under U.S. Embassy-Baghdad, has begun

to assume oversight responsibility for themaritime

training currently handled byUSF-I.Themost

significant of these train-and-assist missions is

with the Iraqi riverine and border security forces

in Basrah. In partnership with fellowDepartment

of Homeland Security agencies, OSC-I, and INL,

MSAT plans to continue to develop Iraq’s capacity

to secure, regulate, andmanage its coastal waters

and rivers.This includes ensuring that relevant

Iraqiministries andmaritime security forces have

the appropriate legislative and regulatory authori-

ties to support their maritime sovereignty.MSAT’s

nation’s sovereignty.More than 920,000 people—

about 3% of Iraq’s population—are under arms in

the ISF.171

According toUSF-I, the ability of theMinistry of

Defense (MOD) “to integrate the effects of artillery,

armor, and attack aviationwith infantry against

a conventional force is really at the beginning

stages…this will take them some years to develop.”

U.S. forces still provide key capabilities—such as in-

telligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets;

support for logistics; and air support.172

For Iraqi personnel totals, by security force, see

Table 4.4.

Aviation Capabilities
The Iraqi Air Force continues tomake slow

progress toward controlling and defending Iraq’s

airspace. Emblematic of Iraq’s efforts to secure air

sovereignty was this quarter’s first fully funded

FMS case to purchase 18 F-16s, which are to be de-

livered at a cost of $1.5 billion.173 Ten Iraqi pilots are

already undergoing training in the United States

and are expected to complete their training by the

time the first group of fighter jets is delivered in

2014.174 Helicopters, a limited number of heavy-lift,

fixed-wing aircraft, and light fixed-wing aircraft (as

well as trainers) round out the Iraqi Air Force.The

FMS program facilitated by theOSC-I is expected

to facilitate the continued development of Iraq’s

aviation capability.175

Since the Iraqi pilot training program began in

2008, more than 60 Iraqi pilots have earned their

wings under the tutelage of U.S. advisors.The

U.S. Air Force reported that the program has also

produced 30 instructor pilots who, along withU.S.

advisors, will continue to educate students.176 In late

September, the U.S. Air Force training squadron in

Iraq flew its last trainingmission under the current

security arrangement, adding 11 new Iraqi trainer

pilots to Iraq’s aviation training capability.177

As of September 30, 2011, the Iraq Training

and Advisory Mission-Air (ITAM-Air) had 293

personnel directly engaged in the Train, Advise

and Assist mission. An additional 889 personnel

Table 4.4

Iraqi Security Forces, as of 10/10/2011

Service

Assigned

Personnel

Ministry of
Defense

Iraqi Army 200,000

Training and Support 68,000

Air Force 5,053

Navy 3,650

Army Air Corps 2,400

Total MOD 279,103

Ministry of
Interior

Iraqi Police 325,000

Facilities Protection Service 95,000

Training and Support 89,800

Department of Border
Enforcement 60,000

Iraqi Federal Police 45,000

Oil Police 31,000

Total MOI 645,800

Counter-Terrorism Force 4,200

Total 929,103

Note: Numbers affected by rounding. Assigned numbers illustrate
payroll data; they do not reflect present-for-duty totals.

Source: GOI, MOI IG, information provided to SIGIR, 10/10/2011.

18 F-16s are to be
delivered at a cost of
$1.5 billion.
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Infrastructure Protection
USF-I reported that one attack on Iraqi oil infra-

structure occurred this quarter. OnOctober 7,

a bomb damaged a pipeline transporting crude

oil from al-Rumaila field southwest of Basrah,

halting production at al-Rumaila South sector of

the giant field for two and a half days. Operator

British Petroleum indicated the explosion occurred

at a location not far from a crude oil storage tank

farm near al-Zubair, which was hit by an attack

in June.184 Al-Rumaila South produces about

650,000–700,000 barrels per day (BPD), about

one-quarter of Iraq’s total oil production. Produc-

tion resumed onOctober 10 at a reduced volume of

about 460,000 BPD and reached full capacity two

days later.185 OnOctober 11, Iraqi Oil Police located

three unexploded bombs under a pipeline west of

Basrah that transports oil derivatives.The devices

were disarmedwithout incident.186

The development and sustainment of Iraq’s

physical and economic security depends greatly

on the government’s ability to protect its natural

resources.187TheMOI has established a program

for training the Iraqi Oil Police to protect a vast oil

infrastructure comprising four strategic refiner-

ies, nine regional refineries, and 4,300miles of oil

and gas pipelines. Recruits undergo a seven-week

basic course taught by Italy’s Carabinieri Gendar-

merie TrainingUnit, whose training expands on

the current NATOTrainingMission-Iraq Federal

Police Training Program.The Iraqi Oil Police had

completed five training cycles as of August 2011,

preparing approximately 1,000 of 5,000 assigned

police personnel.188

Protection of Iraq’s critical port infrastructure

also is the focus of continuingU.S. assistance.This

quarter, the U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Department

of Transportation, and IraqiMinistry of Trans-

portation conducted a security assessment of the

ports of UmmQasr, Abu Floos, and al-Maqaal.189

While near-port and offshore oil loading platforms

at al-BasrahOil Terminal (ABOT) andKhawr

al-AmayaOil Terminal (KAAOT) are under the

responsibility of the Iraqi Navy, a U.S. Navy surface

principal partners in Iraq are the Iraqi River Police,

Coastal Border Guard (CBG), and the Iraqi Navy.179

In late July,MSAT completed the fourth itera-

tion of a course in small-boat operations for the

CBG.The eight students who graduated from this

course are assigned to CBGBoat Groups in Basrah

province.TheCBG falls under Iraq’s Department

of Border Enforcement (DBE), which is the pri-

mary border security agency within theMOI.180

Underscoring Iraq’s increasingmaritime

security capability, the Iraqi Navy accepted two

more Swift-class patrol boats from theU.S. Navy

in August 2011, raising the total to 5 of 12 ordered

through the FMS program.The patrol boats can

be used formaritime surveillance and reconnais-

sance, vessel boarding, and search and seizure.The

remaining Swift boats are expected to arrive in

Iraq before 2013. Iraq’s naval forces are responsible

for protecting offshore oil infrastructure, territo-

rial waters, UmmQasr, and checkpoints in the

surrounding area.More than 3,700 sailors and

Marines conduct over 50 weekly patrols with a fleet

of 65 vessels.181

As of September 30, 2011, 30 ITAM-Navy and

Marine personnel were engaged in a training

program associated with the Iraqi Navy, with an

additional 6 assisting inmentoring programs.182 A

total of 860 Iraqi Navy personnel have graduated

fromU.S-funded programs since the inception of

training; 163 graduated this quarter.183

Iraqi Navy sailors operate Defenders, small patrol craft, during a
joint exercise with the Kuwaiti Navy in the Persian Gulf on
July 25. (USF-I photo)

A bomb damaged a
pipeline transporting

crude oil from
al-Rumaila field,

halting production for
two and a half days.
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• Jayish al-Mahdi (JAM) and its successor, the

PromisedDayBrigade.This is themilitant arm

of the Sadristmovement led by clericMuqtada

al-Sadr. Since themilitia’s inception in 2003,

JAMhas engaged in countless attacks onU.S.

forces, Iraqi forces, and Sunni civilians.The

groupwas responsible for some of themost grue-

some sectarian violence in Iraq. Early in 2007, at

the beginning of theU.S.military surge, al-Sadr

ordered his followers to stand down, and shortly

thereafter, he left for Iran. Following themilitary

campaign in Basrah, Sadr City, and al-Amarah

in the spring of 2008, al-Sadr disbanded his

militia. Severalmonths later, he announced the

transition of hismovement into a non-violent

organization called theMunahidoon, but he

maintained a small group of Iranian-supported

militants called the PromisedDay Brigade.

• AssaibAhl al-Haq (AAH, or League of the

Righteous). Having emerged in 2006,AAH is

led byQais Khazali, who broke with al-Sadr and

was officially named the leader of the Iranian-

backed AAH. Khazali’s fighters traveled to Iran

for special training by the Revolutionary Guards

andmembers of the LebaneseHezbullah.They

received four to six weeks of training in the

camps in the use ofmortars, rockets, sniper

tactics, intelligence gathering, kidnapping opera-

tions, and explosively formed penetrators. AAH

conducted attacks on Coalition forces from

as early as the summer of 2006 and continues

intermittently, also engaging in kidnappings and

sectarian violence.

• Kata’ibHezbullah (KH, or theHezbullah

Brigades). Active in Iraq since 2007, KH operates

mainly in Shia areas of Baghdad, such as Sadr

City, and throughout southern Iraq. Like AAH

and the Promise Day Brigade, it is supported by

Iran. KH is independent fromMuqtada al-Sadr

and has operated separately since its inception,

albeit with some cooperation and operational

overlap. Since 2007, KHmembers have con-

ductedmultiple attacks against U.S. forces using

combat ship and patrol boat are on station just

outside Iraqi territorial waters.190

Security Environment

Sources of Violence
According to theDoS “Country Report on Ter-

rorism 2010,” Iraqi troops and the remainingU.S.

troops continue tomake progress in combating

al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), affiliated Sunni terrorist or-

ganizations, and Shia insurgents. Since 2010, terrorist

attacks have primarily targeted Iraqi security forces

and government officials, but they have also been

aimed at stirring ethnic tensions.AQIhas beenoper-

ating primarily in regionswithmajority Sunni Arab

populations, particularly focusing its efforts in and

aroundBaghdad andNinewa, but appears unable to

command territory or population centers.191

The degradation of AQI’s capacities is expected

to continue under the pressure of an ISF nowmore

capable of targeting, capturing, and detaining ter-

rorists and disrupting their networks.192However,

according toDoS, AQI has adapted to the changing

security conditions and remains capable of coordi-

natedmass-casualty attacks and assassinations.

Other Sunni terrorist groups remain active as

well. Ansar al-Islam, with bothKurd andArab

membership, operates in northern Iraq.The group

has claimed responsibility for the second-largest

number of Sunni terrorist attacks in Iraq (behind

onlyAQI).193 Another group operating in northern

and central Iraq, the Jayish Rijal al-Tariq al-Naqsha-

bandi, emphasizes what it claims to be the religious

justifications for its attacks.194

Shia extremist groups—backed by Iranian fund-

ing, training, andweapons—also present a threat

to Iraqi andU.S.military forces. DoS reported that

attacks by these groups have decreased this year,

but their Iranian-supported networks continued

to operate throughout Iraq’s southern provinces.195

Shiamilitias in Iraq are largely organized into three

main groups:196

The degradation of
AQI’s capacities is
expected to continue.
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has not been discernibly increased. USF-I efforts

on the Syrian border have focused on setting up

coordination centers where the Iraqi Army, local

Iraqi Police, and DBE officials are able to share

intelligence.199

In late 2010, USF-I had 38 bases across northern

Iraq. As of September 29, 2011, there were 14 bases

in the north and about 5,000 troops. By the end of

October, most of these soldiers were scheduled to

be withdrawn, leaving a small number of troops in

place through December 31. In anticipation of the

nearly completed withdrawal of USF-I units from

northern Iraq, U.S. military-intelligence person-

nel have been working with the local ISF units

to convince them to rely on their own capabili-

ties instead of U.S. intelligence, surveillance, and

reconnaissance assets.200

Since the beginning of 2011, themajority of

Iranian-backed attacks have occurred in southern

Iraq, with sporadic incidents taking place in north-

ern provinces and in Baghdad. Toward the end of

the quarter, Iran-sponsored attacks in northern

provinces appeared to be subsiding, althoughUSF-I

officials reported that these networks still possess

the capacity to conduct operations.201

Security Incidents

Thenumber of security incidents per day and the

number of casualties in Iraq have decreased since

the ISF took the lead in security operations after

the signing of the U.S.-Iraq Security Agreement.

Formonthly security incidents and civilian fatali-

ties since January 2004, see Figure 4.6.

Although theU.S. military in Iraq sustained

fewer casualties this quarter compared with any

other since 2007, large attacks targeted Iraqi secu-

rity forces and government buildings:202

• August 15.More than 70 people were killed

inmultiple attacks by Shiamilitias and Sunni

terrorists.

• September 6. Eight Iraqi soldiers were am-

bushed and killed by gunfire in Anbar.

rocket-propelled grenades and improvised

rocket-assistedmortars.

Foreign Fighters and Foreign Funds
ISF andUSF-I efforts to constrict the flow of

foreign fighters into Iraq appear to be succeeding,

as are ongoingmultilateral efforts to counter the

financing of these cells by limiting their capacity

to draw on funding from non-Iraqi sources. In

late September,Major General David Perkins, the

CommandingGeneral of U.S. Division-North, de-

scribed the recent decline in the number of foreign

fighters entering Iraq as “dramatic.” He also noted

thatmeasures to counter terrorism financing have

succeeded to the point where AQI cells inMosul

are engaged in squabbles over evermore-limited

foreign capital. Although he acknowledged that

the AQI north of Baghdad are “not ineffective,” he

characterized the groups as a highly degraded ter-

rorist network—a “system coming apart.”197

To compensate for this loss of foreign funds,

terrorists groups in northern Iraq are turning to

mafia-like extortion activities, especially inMosul.

And criminal, rather than terrorist, violence in

some cities is on the rise. USF-I has been assisting

the Iraqi police in combating this surge in crime

primarily by helping them collect and analyze

intelligence onAQI cells, but with the complete

withdrawal of all troops inDecember, the ISFmust

carry on thismission alone.198

Border Security and the
Drawdown: Syria and Iran

USF-I’s efforts to enhance cooperation among the

various ISF units involved in border security have

emphasized stanching the cross-border flow of

insurgent fighters—primarily along Iraq’s lengthy

northwestern boundary with Syria.The recent

uprising against the dictatorial Damascus regime

has, to date, had little direct effect on the Iraqi

side of the border. No significant refugee flow has

materialized, and the inflow of foreign fighters

ISF and USF-I efforts
to constrict the flow

of foreign fighters
into Iraq appear to be

succeeding.
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• August 29.AQI took credit for an attack at the

largest Sunnimosque in Baghdad, where an

elderly suicide bomber killed 27.

• September 30.At least 10 people were killed

when a car bomb detonated near a funeral pro-

cession near amosque in central Iraq.

• September 12.Gunmen forced their way onto

a bus of Shia pilgrims traveling through the

remote desert of western Iraq on a trip to a holy

shrine in Syria, killing all 22men on board.

• October 1.Gunmenwounded a representative

of Iraq’s top Shia cleric as he was returning home

from prayer in south of Baghdad.

• October 5.Apolicemanwas killed and 26 other

people were wounded, including 4 Iranian Shia

pilgrims, in separate attacks.

• September 14.At least 15 ISF personnel were

killed and 20 others wounded in a bomb attack

in Anbar.

• October 2.Two roadside bombs in a former AQI

stronghold north of Baghdad killed six people,

including fourmembers of the Sons of Iraq.

• October 3.Gunmen disguised as police officers

seized control of a police station in western Iraq;

seven ISF personnel were killed during themis-

sion to end the standoff.

• October 12.Attacksmainly targeting the ISF,

including two suicide car bombings timed

minutes apart on police stations in north and

central Baghdad, killedmore than 20 and injured

more than 70 on the deadliest day inmore than

amonth.

Major attacks also targeted religious and sectar-

ian groups:203

Figure 4.6
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Note: Data not audited. Totals for September 2011 include data through September 23. “U.S. Surge” denotes period when at least 150,000 U.S. troops were in Iraq.

Sources: USF-I, responses to SIGIR data calls, 1/4/2011, 4/12/2011, 7/1/2011, and 10/5/2011; Brookings Institution, Iraq Index, 6/30/2010, pp. 3−4.

Table 4.5

People Killed, Injured, or Kidnapped in Acts of Terrorism, 2006–2010

% of Worldwide Total

Country 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Worldwide 74,695 71,795 54,263 58,711 49,901

Iraq 38,817 (52.0%) 44,014 (61.3%) 19,077 (35.2%) 16,869 (28.7%) 15,109 (30.3%)

Afghanistan 3,534 (4.7%) 4,467 (6.2%) 5,479 (10.1%) 7,582 (12.9%) 9,016 (18.1%)

Source: DoS, “Country Report on Terrorism 2010,” 8/18/2011.
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quarter. From July 20 to October 15, at least 40

senior GOI officials and Iraqi community leaders

were killed in acts of apparent targeted violence,

down slightly from last quarter when at least 44

senior GOI officials were assassinated. On Septem-

ber 4, a CoRmember survived a bomb attack out-

side his residence in Diyala province.Three days

later, gunmen using silenced weapons assassinated

a formermember of the Qadissiya Provincial

Council. Figure 4.7 lists recent assassinations and

attempted assassinations of Iraqi security officers,

civilian GOI officials, and community leaders.205◆

According toDoS’s “Country Report on Terror-

ism 2010,” the number of terrorist attacks in Iraq

dropped bymore than 10% from 2009 to 2010. But

as a percentage of all attacks worldwide, violence in

Iraq increased bymore than 5%.204 Table 4.5 shows

attacks since 2006.

Assassinations

Assassins continued to target GOI officials and

other leaders of civil-society organizations this

Assassins continued
to target GOI officials

and other leaders
of civil-society

organizations this
quarter.
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Figure 4.7

Location

Ninewa

Salah Al-Din
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Missan

Anbar

Baghdad

IED/VBIED

Grenade attack

Gunfire

Gunmen ambushed office

Gunmen attacked residence

Gunmenattacked residencewith silencedweapons

Gunmen attacked with silenced weapons

Gunmen attacked vehicle

Gunmen attacked vehicle with silenced weapons

Residence bombed

Sticky bomb attached to vehicle

Suicide bombers and gunmen storm compound

VBIED attack on convoy

Security Officials

Note: This table provides examples of assassinations, attempted assassinations, and other small-scale acts of violence that appear to have been aimed at specific persons or groups this quarter.
It does not purport to be all-inclusive, nor presume to imply the attackers’ respective motives.

Source: SIGIR analysis of open-source documents in Arabic and English, 7/2011–10/2011.

Selected Acts of Apparent Targeted Violence against Senior Officials, 7/20/2011−10/15/2011

Basrah

Qadissiya

Wassit

Targets/Victims Location Date Circumstances Result

MOI colonel 7/23
Wounded; one killed,
several others wounded

Awakening leader 7/26 Killed along with son

MOI official 8/4 Killed

Awakening leader 8/7 Killed along with son;
others wounded

Kirkuk police official 8/10 Survived

MOI senior official 8/17 Survived; two bodyguards
killed and others wounded

MOI lieutenant colonel 8/19 Officer wounded

ISF battalion commander 8/19 Survived; two
bodyguards wounded

Anbar Awakening leader 8/23 Survived; three
bodyguards killed

MOI colonel 8/24 Colonel and
bodyguard wounded

IA major general 8/25 Survived; driver killed

Local security official 8/27 Official killed

Ministry of National Security
official 8/27 Killed along with driver

Intelligence official 8/28 Wounded

Baghdad Operations
Command commander 9/5 Survived; two civilians

wounded

Awakening sheik 9/7 Killed

Senior traffic police officer 9/14 Killed

Police deputy commander 9/19 Survived; two
bodyguards wounded

MOI general 9/21 Killed

Senior IA officer 9/26 Killed; wife wounded

IA general 9/27 Killed; wife wounded

Former ISF pilot 10/2 Killed

Anti-crime departmentdirector 10/3 Killed

2 intelligence officers 10/3 Killed in separate
incidents

Intelligence brigadier general 10/15 Killed

MOI lieutenant colonel 10/15 Killed
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Non-Security Officials

Targets/Victims Location Date Circumstances Result

Representative of Grand
Ayatollah al-Sistani 7/23 Survived; bodyguard wounded

Village mayor 7/26 Mayor killed, family members
wounded

Provincial
Council Chairman 7/30 Survived, bodyguards wounded

Ministry of Higher
Education DG 7/31 Official and son killed

Ministry of Electricity
official 8/1 Survived, two sons injured

Provincial
Council official 8/7 Bomb dismantled prior to

detonation

Sunni Endowment
official 8/10 Official killed

Clergyman 8/13 Killed

Technical Education
Commission Chairman 8/15 Survived

Provincial
government leader 8/15 Survived

PUK official 8/14 Killed along with bodyguard

Agricultural engineer 8/16 Killed

Judge 8/17 Survived; police officer killed

Tribal leader 8/22 Leader and son killed

Municipal Council
member 8/22 Official and son killed

Baghdad University
professor 8/26 Killed

Municipal Council
official 8/25 Official and two family

members killed

Dawa Party official 9/2 Killed

Al-Iraqiya official 9/4 Survived; bodyguard wounded

Ministry of Housing
senior official 9/5 Survived

Advisor to the Governor
of Qadissiya province

9/6 Wounded; tribal chief wounded

Continued in next column

Targets/Victims Location Date Circumstances Result

2 Social Care Office
officials 9/7 2 officials killed

Tribal leader 9/6 Killed

Radio journalist/protest
organizer 9/8

official
Former Provincial Council 9/6 Killed

Killed

Sunni imam 9/12 Killed

Provincial
Council Chairman 9/15 Survived

Ninewa Governor 9/16 Survived; bodyguard wounded

Sheik working in Baghdad 9/19 Killed

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs official 9/24 Killed

Municipal Council
chairman 9/25 Survived; bodyguard wounded

Ministry of Human
Rights DG 9/25 Killed

Imam 9/26 Survived; companion killed

Senior Ministry of
Finance official 9/26 Killed

Senior Ministry of Health
official 9/26 Killed

Judge 9/26 Wounded

Tribal leader 10/2 Killed along with bodyguard

Town mayor 10/5 Killed

Representative of Grand
Ayatollah al-Sistani 10/5 Wounded

Council of Ministers
official 10/9 Survived
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As of September 30, 2011, the United States had

obligated $2.50 billion and expended $2.21 billion

to improve the rule of law in Iraq.206 U.S. Embassy-

Baghdad’s Office of the Rule of LawCoordina-

tor (RoLC) is responsible for coordinatingmost

ongoingU.S. programs supporting Iraq’s judicial

system, correctional system, and law-enforcement

and anticorruption entities.

Iraqi Anticorruption
Developments

COI Annual Report for 2010
This quarter, the Commission of Integrity (COI)

released the official English-language version of

its “Annual Report for 2010.” Overall, the report

concluded that, while the COI hasmade substantial

strides in combating corruption against low-level

officials engaged in simple bribery, the agency

remains largely incapable of pursuing complex

cases against senior officials.The following are key

findings of the report:207

• The “COI is not yet a fully independent agency

and has received poor support from the

government.”

• The inability of Iraqi anticorruption agencies

to prevent, detect, and deter corruption in the

banking sector allowsmalign actors to illegally

transfer public funds into overseas accounts.

• GOI law-enforcement agencies continue to use

outdated investigative techniques.

• The public sector remains vulnerable to im-

proper interference from politicians seeking to

obtain illegitimate benefits.

• Notwithstanding recent sloganeering to cham-

pion transparency and accountability, some

senior GOI officials “continue to resist true

accountability.”

• Senior GOI officials “with strong political con-

nections [have] becomemore powerful than

even the law or the Constitution.”

For a summary of the COI’s quantitative find-

ings about corruption in 2010, see SIGIR’s July 2011

Quarterly Report.

Departure of Acting COI Commissioner
On September 8, 2011, the acting COI Commis-

sioner, Judge Raheem al-Ugaili, submitted a letter

to PrimeMinister al-Maliki and the CoM formally

requesting approval to leave his post.208 Although

the 44-year-old jurist was appointed by Prime

Minister al-Maliki in January 2008, the CoR never

voted to confirm him for a full five-year term, as

required by Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA)

Order 55. As such, Judge Raheem operated under

a cloud of political uncertainty from the beginning

of his tenure, making it difficult for him to conduct

effective oversight. In recentmonths, he had grown

increasingly outspoken about the deleterious ef-

fects of public corruption, denouncing fraudulent

government contracting practices and political

interference in law-enforcement activities.

Somemembers of the CoR Integrity Committee

launched a brief campaign urging Judge Raheem to

RULE OF LAW

Judge Alla’a Jwad Hameed, the new acting COI Commissioner.
(COI photo)

In recent months,
Judge Raheem had
grown increasingly
outspoken about the
deleterious effects of
public corruption.
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he sought refuge in the United States because of

threats against his life.215 In testimony to the U.S.

Congress in 2008, Judge Radhi echoedmany of

the sentiments expressed by Judge Raheem, citing

political interference as one of themain obstacles to

the COI’s work.216

New Leadership at the COI
In late September, Chief JusticeMedhat submitted

to the PrimeMinister the names of three poten-

tial replacements for Judge Raheem: Judge Alla’a

JwadHameed, JudgeHayderHanoun, and Judge

Saad Jaryan.Aswidely expected, thePrimeMinister

selected his close ally, JudgeAlla’a, to replace Judge

RaheemasactingCommissioner.He tookover after

a brief interregnumduringwhich theCOIwasman-

agedby itsKurdishDeputyCommissioner, Judge

EzzatTawfiq.Acting Commissioner Alla’a has not

been confirmed by the CoR.217

New Anticorruption Laws
Within weeks of Judge Raheem’s departure, the

CoR passed new laws restructuring the Board of

SupremeAudit (BSA) and COI. As ofmid-October,

the new laws had not been published in theOfficial

Gazette—and thus have yet to enter into force.218

TheCoR continues to debate a new law for the

inspectors general (IGs).

Themost significant feature of both of these laws

is that they provide the CoR—not the PrimeMin-

ister and the CoM—with the authority to appoint

the heads of both organizations and oversee their

operations. But, in general, the new lawsmaintain

the anticorruption framework established by the

CPA.TheCOI remains the primary anticorruption

agency throughwhich allegations of corruption

must pass before being sent to the judicial system

for adjudication.

While the newBSA law is largely similar to the

legal authorities governing its operations since

2004, the newCOI law alters the Commission’s

authorities in several significant ways. Table 4.6

lists themajor new features of each. For example,

the newCOI law removes from theCommission

reconsider his decision, or at least to appear before

them and testify about corruption in Iraq.209 In his

letter declining to appear before the CoR Integ-

rity Committee, he identified the lack of political

support for his oversight work as themain reason

behind his decision.210 Moreover, he stated that he

“abandoned his post as a sincere response to the…

call for his resignation in one of [the PrimeMin-

ister’s] television interviews.”211 Commenting on

the pervasiveness of public corruption in the GOI,

Judge Raheem observed:212

• Fighting corruption requires systems, policies,

and legal rules and cannot be undertaken by just

oneman.

• Looting public funds is “the hidden part of the

struggle for power in Iraq today.”

• Meddling by politicians in law-enforcement

matters is adversely affecting efforts to combat

corruption.

In closing, Judge Raheem expressed pessimism

about the future of GOI anticorruption efforts,

stating that “the corruption portfolio is heading

towardmore confusion, perplexity, and politi-

cization.”213 As of October 1, Judge Raheem had

returned to a position in the Iraqi judiciary.214

Judge Raheemwas the COI’s third Commis-

sioner, followingMusa Faraj, who served as acting

Commissioner for several months in late 2007, and

Judge Radhi al-Radhi, who headed the COI from

its founding in 2004 until September 2007, when

CoR members vote for the new COI law in September 2011. (GOI photo)

The most significant
feature of these laws

is that they provide
the CoR—not the

Prime Minister and
the CoM—with
the authority to

appoint the heads of
both organizations

and oversee their
operations.
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According to International Criminal Investi-

gative Training Assistance Program (ICITAP)

advisors working with the COI, these spikes

were attributable to the COI receiving a large

number of corruption cases from several IG

offices, and subsequently forwarding these to the

IJs for adjudication.223

Effects of the Repeal of Article 136(b)
On June 13, 2011, the Official Gazette published the

law repealing Article 136(b) of the Iraqi Criminal

the authority to investigate allegations of official

incompetence or negligence.This changemay prove

to be a double-edged sword. Previously, the COI

had been accused by someGOI officials of pros-

ecuting a large number of cases involving actions

that involved littlemore than paperwork errors or

administrativemistakes, clogging the judicial and

correctional systemswith trivialmatters. But as

several COI officials recently pointed out to SIGIR,

often the only way to pursue somemajor fraud

cases was to focus on erroneous paperwork and

procedural improprieties because the COI lacked

the investigative capacity to conductmore sophis-

ticated investigations.The security situation and

theCOI’s limited resources often forced it to rely

on examining documents, in lieu of, for example,

technical surveillance or undercover operations.219

In addition, Iraqi courts tend to be generallymore

amenable to accepting documentary evidence.

The full impact of statutes passed by the legisla-

ture will only be known once the CoM and the two

agencies draft implementing regulations defin-

ing the scope of the authorities granted to them

by these statutes. But according to the COI and

BSA officials, the laws’ clear affirmation of both

agencies’ independence from the PrimeMinister

and the CoM enhances their apolitical nature and

lessens the chance they could be used to prosecute

opponents of the government.220

Recent COI Investigative Activity
TheCOI reported that the number of active cor-

ruption cases this quarter wasmore than double

what it was last quarter:221

The number of cases referred to investigative

judges (IJs) rose by about the same degree:222

Table 4.6

Selected Features of New Laws for BSA and COI

Board of Supreme Audit

Authorizes the CoR to appoint the BSA President

Reaffirms that the BSA is lead GOI audit agency

Calls for the BSA to perform any audit requested by the CoR

Provides the BSA authority to ask the relevant minister to suspend or fine employees under
investigation for violations

Provides for a new legal department in the BSA

Obligates the BSA to inform the Attorney General, the COI, or “other investigative agencies
based on their jurisdiction” about every financial violation if it constitutes a crime

Authorizes the BSA to conduct an administrative investigation into a financial violation that
it discovers in agencies that do not have IGs, or if an IG fails to complete an investigation
within 90 days from when it was notified of the violation by the BSA

Places the BSA in charge of supervising monetary oversight bodies in the regions

Provides the BSA jurisdiction over “any entity” whose bylaws state that it falls under BSA
oversight, including political parties, and claims jurisdiction over private companies and
international donors doing business with the GOI

Specifies that the BSA has no jurisdiction over the judiciary

Commission of Integrity

Authorizes the CoR to appoint the COI Commissioner

Reaffirms that the COI is primary GOI anticorruption agency

Expands COI authority to include jurisdiction over investigations of corruption in the MOD
and MOI (previously, a special court heard cases involving MOD and MOI personnel when
there was not a civilian victim)

Expands COI authority to include jurisdiction over investigations of graft, which is defined
as the possession of unexplained wealth

Rescinds COI authority to investigate alleged crimes involving the escape of prisoners and
negligence or incompetence in office

Replaces COI power to investigate human-rights violations with the ambiguous authority to
investigate allegations involving officials exceeding “job powers”

Establishes a new department in the COI dedicated to the recovery of stolen funds

Leaves ambiguous the nature of the relationship between the COI and the new Kurdistan
Regional Government Commission on Public Integrity

Sources: COI and BSA officials, information provided to SIGIR, 10/2011; 2011 Law of the Commission of
Integrity; 2011 Law of the Board of Supreme Audit.

573
2009
Q1

830
2009
Q3

706
2011
Q3

352
2011
Q2

248
2009
Q1

746
2011
Q3

352
2011
Q2

Often the only way
to pursue some
major fraud cases
was to focus on
erroneous paperwork
and procedural
improprieties.
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Procedure Code, which had allowedministers to

immunize their subordinates from prosecution.

While the repeal makes it easier for the COI and

other law-enforcement agencies to pursue legal ac-

tion against suspected wrongdoers, it also removes

one of the only procedural safeguards against

politicallymotivated prosecutions. In conversa-

tions this quarter with SIGIR, Iraqi anticorruption

officials reported that it is too soon to assess the

impact of Article 136(b)’s repeal.224

New Anticorruption Court in Baghdad
On August 25, the Higher Judicial Council (HJC)

announced the creation of a second investigative

tribunal in Baghdad that will specialize in cor-

ruption cases. Like the extant Baghdad corrup-

tion court, this new body will comprise three

investigative judges and two public prosecutors.

It will be supervised by the Chief Judge of the

Rusafa Federal Appellate Court, in conjunction

with other HJC officials. In meetings with SIGIR,

Iraqi anticorruption officials have often remarked

about the need for additional judicial capacity to

handle the deluge of corruption cases that must

go before an investigative judge for adjudication.

Although the docket has cleared considerably

since earlier years when terrorism cases created

an enormous backlog, the new court will lighten

the workload of the other panel, which completed

1,605 cases in the first seven months of 2011.225

International Support
for Anticorruption Training
OnAugust 23, the COI and International Anti-

Corruption Academy (IACA) signed amemoran-

dum of understanding formalizing the cooperative

relationship between the two organizations. Under

the terms of the agreement, the IACA—aUN-

supported agency based near Vienna, Austria—

will assist the COI in designing and delivering

professional-development and ethics courses for

GOI officials.These courses will be conducted at

the Iraqi Academy for Fighting Corruption (IAFC)

in Baghdad and other locations overseas.226

Major Iraqi Corruption
Developments

Recent developments in other significant

corruption matters included:227

• COI investigators, working withU.S. and

third-country officials, recoveredmore

than $100million in stolen Iraqi funds from

overseas bank accounts.This recovery was

largely due to the joint efforts of DoS and the

Department of the Treasury.

• In June, suspicious fires broke out in the

file-storage areas of the Court of Cassation

building in Baghdad and theMOI, destroying

case files on sensitive terrorism investigations.

• On June 19, COI personnel detained an

intelligence officer engaged in bribery.

• In late June, COI and ISF personnel arrested

a judge whowas in possession of several

hundred thousand dollars in counterfeit U.S.,

Iraqi, and Iranian currency.

• In late June, the COI also captured three

individuals in Basrah who had been

impersonating COI investigators for the

purpose of soliciting bribes.

• In early August, the Rusafa Criminal Court

sentenced a colonel working in the national

identification card office to four years in

prison for accepting a bribe earlier this year.

• Several weeks later, the Rusafa Criminal

Court sentenced the former commander of

anMOI quick-reaction force to two years in

prison for accepting a bribe.

• In September, the former Director General

in charge of a state-owned food-trading

company in Muthanna province was

sentenced to five years in prison for

embezzling government funds. His deputy

received a seven-year sentence.

• Inmid-September, a COI undercover

operation led to the arrest of several GOI

officials involved in a scheme to fraudulently

conveymore than 100 properties.

In conversations this
quarter with SIGIR,
Iraqi anticorruption

officials reported
that it is too soon

to assess the impact
of Article 136(b)’s

repeal.
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INL/ACCO’s liaison to these agencies returned to

the United States after several years of working on

anticorruptionmatters. As ofOctober 1, 2011, INL/

ACCO is staffed by twoDoS personnel and two

local-national employees.230

INL/ACCO funds several programs through

the United Nations Development Programme

(UNDP) and the UNOffice onDrugs and Crime

(UNODC) to work with the Iraqi anticorruption

agencies. Although INL/ACCO funds these initia-

tives, UN personnel implement them. Examples

include a UNDP program to build capacity for

Iraq’s IGs andUNODC-administered training

programs on financial investigations, international

legal cooperation, and computerized case-manage-

ment systems.

INL/ACCO is also providing technical and

programmatic support to the COI via DoJ’s

International Criminal Investigative Training

Assistance Program (ICITAP). In addition, INL/

ACCO recently finalized support to multiple GOI

agencies via DoJ’s Office of Overseas Prosecutorial

New KRG Anticorruption Agency

This quarter, the Kurdistan Regional Government

(KRG) passed a law creating an independent anti-

corruption agencymodeled on theCOI—theKRG

Commission on Public Integrity (KRGCPI).With

broader powers and greater prosecutorial discretion

than the COI, the KRGCPImay emerge as one of

the Kurdistan Region’s primary law-enforcement

agencies. Table 4.7 summarizes the authorities of

the KRGCPI. Formore on law-enforcement activi-

ties in the Kurdistan Region, see the special section

in this Report, “Focus on theKurdistan Region.”228

U.S.-funded Capacity-
development Programs

As part of the 2008 Strategic Framework Agree-

ment (SFA), the United States and Iraq agreed

to cooperate on a variety of rule-of-law issues,

including improving the capabilities of Iraqi

law-enforcement and anticorruption agencies,

combating transnational criminal activities, and

furthering the professional development of the

Iraqi judiciary. To that end, the United States and

the GOI established a Rule of Law Joint Coordina-

tion Committee (JCC) in 2009.The JCC last met on

April 3, 2011, whenDeputy Attorney General for

the Department of Justice (DoJ) James Cole visited

Iraq. He co-chaired that meeting with Medhat

al-Mahmoud, the Chief Justice and President

of HJC. During thismeeting, the primary focus

was on the transfer of detainees held byUSF-I, the

security of Iraqi judicial officials, and the imple-

mentation of Police Development Program under

the DoS Bureau of International Narcotics and Law

Enforcement Affairs (INL).229

Anticorruption Efforts
INL’s AnticorruptionCoordinationOffice

(INL/ACCO)manages remaining U.S. assistance

for Iraq’s primary anticorruption agencies: the

COI, the IGs, and the BSA. In late September,

Table 4.7

Authorities of KRG Commission on Public Integrity

Legal Provision Extent of Authority

Relationship to the Judiciary Explicitly defined as an arm of the judiciary with
investigators provided by the judicial branch

Financial Disclosure Can promulgate regulations for KRG officials and prosecute
cases based solely on existence of unexplained wealth; can
levy fines for delinquent filings

Financial Controls Can regulate the administration of public funds, including
issuing regulations on spending and procurement

Political Parties, NGOs,
Unions, etc.

Can regulate and investigate activities

Jurisdiction over Police and
Armed Forces

Not exclusive; KRG MOI and MOD officials can investigate
their own personnel

Administrative Remedies Can refer minor matters for administrative resolution by
appropriate internal government body

Seizures In cases involving unexplained wealth, courts can seize for
security the wealth of the investigative subject

Appointment of Leadership The Iraqi Kurdistan Parliament (IKP) elects President of
KRG CPI by two-thirds vote from among three candidates
chosen by KRG Judicial Council

Dismissal of KRG CPI
President by IKP

If convicted of a misdemeanor or dishonorable felony;
for grave professional negligence; and/or for abuse of
authority

Sources: KRG ministers, meetings with SIGIR and information provided, 9/25–28/2011; KRG, Law Number (3)
of 2011, “The Kurdistan Region Commission on Public Integrity Law-Iraq.”

The KRG Commission
on Public Integrity
may emerge as one
of the Kurdistan
Region’s primary
law-enforcement
agencies.
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andworks with senior COImanagers to improve

organizational efficiency.235 In preparation for the

eventual termination of the program, ICITAP

is workingwith theUNODCofficials whowill

provide assistance to the COI after the end of the

ICITAP program.236 Plans call forUNODC to train

COI personnel in asset-recovery techniques and

other financial investigativemethods.237

SIGIR Seminar with Iraqi Inspectors General
In 2004, the CPA created the Iraqi IG system,

modeling it after federal IG offices in the United

States. Iraqi IGs now serve in every GOIministry

and several other major government agencies. In

May 2010, SIGIR conducted a training seminar for

its audit staff in Baghdad and opened the session

to top officials from the Iraqi IG community.

In a continuing effort to share SIGIR auditing

techniques with the Iraqi IGs, SIGIR conducted an-

other seminar at the COI-administered IAFC this

quarter.The purpose of this seminar was to share

SIGIR grant- and contract-auditing techniques and

methodologies with auditors working in Iraqi IG

offices and to discuss similarities and differences

between SIGIR and Iraqi techniques andmeth-

odologies. Among the attendees were senior audit

managers from theMinistries of Electricity, Oil,

Industry andMinerals, Finance, Education, Trade,

Communications, and Interior.

Law Enforcement Assistance
TheUnited States supports several efforts to develop

the GOI’s law-enforcement capacities, including

INL’s new Police Development Program, which is

discussed in Section 1 of this Report. Addition-

ally, RoLC officials continued work this quarter

with their GOI counterparts to build the capac-

ity of Iraq’s institutions to address several crucial

challenges, including human trafficking, money

laundering, and terrorism financing:238

• In late July, RoLC personnel and staff from

the International Organization forMigration

(IOM) delivered 4 training sessions on

combating human trafficking to 86 GOI

Development, Assistance and Training and the

Department of the Treasury’s Office of Technical

Affairs Financial Crimes Advisor.231

ICITAP Assistance to the
Commission of Integrity

Since 2004, INL has funded a team of ICITAP

advisors to train and mentor COI investigative

and management personnel.232 Recent program

actions included:233

• institutionalization of a model for prioritizing

cases and setting forth procedures to ensure

the best allocation of scarce resources to high-

value cases

• facilitation of a procurement-fraud investiga-

tions seminar for 14 COI personnel in collabo-

ration with DoD’s Defense Criminal Investiga-

tive Service

• completion of a two-week train-the-trainer

course for 13COI personnel,most of whomwere

from theCOI polygraph unit andwill go on to

train 5 or 6 new polygraphers later this year

This quarter, INL reported that it had received

additional funding tocontinue supporting the ICITAP

program for the COI through June 30, 2012.234 As

the ICITAP program enters its final stages, key ob-

jectives include assisting the COIwith its English-

language training initiative, Tumooh (“Ambition,”

inArabic), which supports the development of the

Iraqi Academy for FightingCorruption (IAFC)

SIGIR auditors conducting a class for Iraqi IGs in Baghdad
this quarter.

ICITAP is working
with the UNODC
officials who will

provide U.S.-funded
assistance to the COI
after the end of the

ICITAP program.
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sevenwere from the security detail chargedwith

protecting the President of the Baghdad Provincial

Council. Graduates are expected to serve as instruc-

tors in future iterations of the course.243

A four-week personal-security detail course

scheduled to begin inOctober 2011 was expected

to serve 50 students. USMS personnel planned to

attend several sessions and provide assistance when

requested to do so by theHJC instructors.244

Legal Administration
Among the initiatives aimed atmodernizing Iraq’s

court administration, INL funded:245

• a $4.5million grant to theNational Center for

State Courts for judicial-sector-administrative

reform (concludes in September 2012)

• a $1.4million grant to the Institute for

International Law andHumanRights for digital

recordmanagement and archiving (concludes in

April 2012)

TheUnited States is alsomoving forward with a

$4.2million ESF-funded pilot program to help the

Ministry of Justice (MOJ)modernize its Real Estate

Registry Office (RERO). In late June, U.S. Ambas-

sador James Jeffrey and theMOJ signed a Com-

memorative Agreementmarking the launch of

this effort to automate record-keeping processes at

REROheadquarters in Baghdad and at six branch

offices. As part of this joint initiative, theMOJ has

allocated $10million tomodernize all 90 RERO

offices throughout Iraq.246

officials from theMinistry of Interior, Ministry

of Labor and Social Affairs, and the Iraqi

National Intelligence Service.

• TheDoJ Resident Legal Advisor in Turkey

hosted RoLC, GOI, KRG, and Turkish officials

in Istanbul for a conference on terrorism financ-

ing andmoney laundering.

An INL grant of $4.7million is also supporting

Iraqi Police training through a cooperative agree-

ment with the International Association of Chiefs of

Police that will continue through September 2013.239

Justice Programs
INL reported that FY 2011 INCLE appropriations

and prior-year ESF funds deobligated and trans-

ferred fromUSAIDwill focus on:240

• helping the HJC and provincial courts and

criminal justice institutions to identify and

address significant impediments to the effec-

tive and efficient functioning of their criminal

justice system

• partnering primarily with theHJC to improve

Iraqi capacity to provide continuing legal educa-

tion to judges and other court personnel

• developing an enhancedGOI capacity to assess

and address security threats and vulnerabilities

to judicial facilities and personnel

• modernizing court-administration processes to

make themmore transparent and efficient

Judicial Security
At least 47 Iraqi judges have beenmurdered since

2003.241 U.S.Marshals Service (USMS) representa-

tives leadU.S. efforts in assisting theHJC in improv-

ing security for the Iraqi judiciary.The goal is to

assist theHJC indeveloping its own “Marshal-style”

service, primarily through capacity-development

initiatives, as opposed to direct trainingprograms.242

In July, USMS personnel oversaw a two-week train-

ing course for judicial-security personnel that was

taught by Iraqi instructors who graduated from

previousUSMS-delivered training courses. Ten of

the students were from theMinistry of Justice, and

USF-I and Iraqi officials tour the Basrah Crime Lab. (USF-I photo)

At least 47 Iraqi
judges have been
murdered since 2003.
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transferred the few remaining Iraqi detainees in

U.S. custody to the Iraq Corrections Service (ICS).

At the height of the insurgency, more than 25,000

detainees were inU.S. custody. During the transfer

process, ICITAP advisors coordinated with the ICS

to ensure that all detainees transferred were subject

to a valid Iraqi arrest warrant, detention order, or

criminal conviction.The ICS also assumed full

control of CampCropper, including Compound

Seven, which had housed the remaining detainees.

TheCampCropper facility is now part of the GOI’s

Karkh Prison.248

ICITAP advisors are also assisting the ICS in

planning for a conference of Iraqi wardens, to be

held sometime before December.The objective

of the conference will be to discuss issues and

challenges facing the ICS, includingmedical care

for prisoners, management of older offenders,

community reintegration, emergencymanage-

ment, substance-abuse issues, and the treatment of

juvenile detainees.249

ICITAP advisors are expected tomaintain a

presence at the Rusafa Prison Complex, Karkh

Prison, and theNational Corrections Training

Center until December 2011, when the program is

scheduled to conclude. Until then, ICITAP plans to

focus primarily onmentoring and advising senior

ICS officials andmanagers, with a special emphasis

on working with the newly appointed ICSDirector

General, who started work in August.250◆

Legal Assistance
On September 14, 2011, USAID’s Access to Justice

program awarded the first round of grants to Iraqi

NGOs, law schools, and other civil society pro-

grams to enhance the provision of legal assistance

to underserved and disadvantaged populations

in Iraq.These groups include women, widows,

divorcees, orphans, IDPs, minorities, the disabled,

and persons who lack formal identity documents.

Grants in the first round had a combined value

ofmore than $1.2million andwere distributed

through 15 separate awards to Iraqi organizations.

Institutions supported by this program include

the Iraqi Bar Association, the Baghdad College of

Law, and several Iraqi law schools. Each grant is

valued at approximately $81,000 and designated to

support projects of 6–12months duration.TheAc-

cess to Justice program plans to awardmore than

$6million in grants for projects in Baghdad, Erbil,

Kerbala, Tameem, and Basrah.247

Corrections Assistance
This quarter, ICITAP reported that it had helped to

trainmore than 15,000MOJ correctional officers

through the Iraq Corrections Program. During

2011, ICITAP continued its staffing drawdown,

closingmissions at Fort Suse, KhadamiyaMaxi-

mum Security Prison, KhadamiyaDetention

Facility, Chamchamal, and Basrah. Inmid-July,

USF-I, working closely with advisors from ICITAP,

USAID’s Access to
Justice program

awarded the first
round of grants to

enhance the provision
of legal assistance

to underserved
and disadvantaged
populations in Iraq.
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Driven by high crude oil prices and large gov-

ernment-financed public works projects, Iraq’s

economy is expected to register strong growth

this year.The Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) projects

that the gross domestic product (GDP) will grow

by 9.6% in 2011.The InternationalMonetary

Fund revised its 2011 forecast this quarter, also

to 9.6%—down from a projection of 12.2%made

inMarch 2011 before concerns of slower global

growth surfaced.251

Domestic political disputes over control of the

nation’s oil wealth, coupledwith strains on the

country’s aging oil export infrastructure and un-

certainty about crude oil prices in a troubled global

economy, all raise questions about the ability to

maintain the steady rise of export earnings essential

tomaintaining this growth.There are also signs

that political tensions with neighboring states could

affect economic activity. Turkish and Iranian air-

strikes in border areas have coincidedwith a drop

in the level of foreign direct investment in the Kurd-

istan Region, and the Basrah provincial government

at one point this quarter declared it would no longer

workwith companies operating inKuwait.252 For a

comparison of Iraq’s real GDP and consumer price

growth rates with those of otherMiddle East and

NorthAfrica oil-exporting nations, see Figure 4.8.

Key Economic Trends
and Developments

Indicators
TheGOI earned $20.68 billion in oil revenues this

quarter, providing it with receipts of $19.64 billion

after an obligatory 5% payment to victims of Sad-

damHussein’s 1990–1991 invasion of Kuwait, as

mandated by the United Nations Security Council.

The total value of oil receipts constituted a de-

cline of $469million over the previous quarter’s

post-2003 record earnings of $20.11 billion.The

third-quarter performance still left the govern-

ment running nearly 23% above its initial 2011

revenue projections. Indeed, crude oil receipts for

the first eight months of 2011 exceeded those for

all of 2010.253

Themost recent official unemployment figure of

15.3% dates from 2008, butmore current unofficial

estimates place the number of jobless Iraqis at close

to 30% if employees languishing at inactive state-

owned enterprises (SOEs) are included. In part,

this reflects the reality that the petroleum sector, by

far the largest single contributor to Iraq’s economy,

provides just 1% of total employment.254

Public opinion data published by theAbuDhabi

GallupCenter this quarter suggested Iraqis have

ECONOMY
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a petrostate, heavily reliant on its oil income to

finance an ambitious program of infrastructure

renewal.257 This is likely to remain unchanged

at least for the next three to five years, as efforts

to revive the competitiveness of non-oil sectors,

such as manufacturing and agriculture, have

proven difficult.258

Iraq’s nascent stock exchange continued to buck

a regional trend this quarter, rising slightly as the

Standard&Poor’s (S&P) PanArabComposite

Index of equitymarkets in 11 otherMiddle East and

NorthAfrica nations fell. Although still small even

by regional standards, the Iraq Stock Exchange can

be read as a barometer of both confidence in and

long-termpotential of the Iraqi economy.259 For a

comparison of the Iraq Stock Exchange Indexwith

the S&PPanArabComposite Index, see Figure 4.9.

TheGOI kept its infrastructure investment

priorities focused on transportation, electricity, and

housing this quarter. A new seaport planned for

al-Faw Peninsula at an estimated cost ofmore than

$6 billion is one of the largest single infrastructure

projects. Design work for the port is expected to be

completed in the next year.260

A dispute over the legitimate use of coastal water-

ways near Iraq andKuwait continued this quarter

becomemore pessimistic about the jobmarket

and overall economic conditions in the country.

BetweenAugust 2009 andMarch 2011, those who

believed the economywas gettingworse jumped

from14% to 37%, while the number of those who

thought it was a “bad time” to look for a job rose

from 41% in February 2010 to 65% inMarch 2011.255

Year-on-year core inflation rose to 7.61% in

August—more than four times the rate for August

2010 and an increase from the 6.3% rate recorded

inMay 2011. Analysts cite commodity prices as a

key driver of inflation. Despite the rise, Iraq remains

below the 10.8% average for oil exporting countries

of theMiddle East/NorthAfrica region.256

Despite the inflation increase, the CBI policy

rate remained unchanged at 6% this quarter, as did

the U.S. dollar exchange rate, which held steady at

1,170 Iraqi dinar.TheCBI reported a rise in foreign

currency reserves to $58 billion this quarter, an

increase of 26% from the beginning of 2011. For

trends of key economic indicators, see Figure 4.10.

New Development
With the sale of crude oil accounting for more

than 95% of total export earnings and nearly 90%

of government income, Iraq remains effectively

Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.10
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Oil and Gas

TheCoMapproved a draft hydrocarbon law this

quarter, sending it to the CoR for debate.The

proposed legislation would create a strong Federal

Oil and Energy Committee headed by the Prime

Minister and armedwith the power to ensure poli-

cies that govern Iraq’s oil and gas sector would be

shaped in Baghdad.TheCoM approval rekindled

long-simmering tensions between the GOI and

the autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government

(KRG) over control of the region’s oil wealth. In

early September, the KRG denounced the draft law

approved by the CoM, calling it “contrary to all

that has been [previously] agreed with respect to

the hydrocarbons law.” It also accused the govern-

ment ofmisrepresenting the draft’s content to

cabinetmembers to gain swift approval in what it

called a “breach of trust.”263

TheCoR’s Energy Committee has demanded

passage of a hydrocarbon law as the price for its rat-

ification of development contracts already signed

with international oil companies (IOCs).TheCoR’s

alternative draft lawwould decentralize important

powers over Iraq’s oil resources, especially to the

Kurdistan Region.264 For crude oil production and

export levels since 2003, see Figure 4.11.

as Iraq criticizedKuwait’s plans to build amajor

port just across the Shatt al-Arabwaterway that will

compete with one of its own. Claims byCoRmem-

bers that the Kuwaiti port would affect economic

and navigational interests of Iraq prompted visits to

Kuwait by officials from Iraq’sMinistries of Foreign

Affairs andTransportation, as well as a high-level

technical committee.The committee’s findings have

not yet beenmade public, nor has the CoM taken

an official position; however, tensions remained

high as the quarter ended.261

Although high-profile new investments were also

announced for the Kurdistan Region this quarter,

the Kurdistan Investment Commission reported a

significant drop in the overall pace of foreign direct

investment into the region during the first nine

months of 2011.The decline coincidedwith awave

of public disturbances in large cities earlier in the

year andTurkish and Iranianmilitary operations

against Kurdishmilitant groups in the region’s

remote northern border areas. After the Kurdistan

Region drew $3.93 billion in international invest-

ments in 2009 and $4.76 billion in 2010, the com-

mission reported that the level fell to $1.05 billion

for the first ninemonths of 2011.262

Figure 4.11
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Draft contracts for the new round give theMin-

istry of Oil the power to block commercial develop-

ment of a field for up to seven years. Conversely, oil

companies subjected to a development banwould

have the right to break the contract and recover

costs plus 5%.270The provision to delay develop-

mentmay be another sign that the GOI has decided

to step back from the production target announced

last year to achieve an average output of 12MBPD

by 2017.While energy specialists have questioned

whether achieving the target was possible, recent

official statements from Iraqi officials indicate the

GOImay have concluded such a strategy is less in

Iraq’s national interest thanmaintaining a lower

peak volume over a longer time period.271

Such a strategy shift would likely require

renegotiating development contracts from earlier

bidding rounds that reward operators for achieving

high production targets. If the GOI elects to curtail

production, those contracts require the GOI to pay

field operators for oil not produced.272

Talks between the ExxonMobil-led consortium

of IOCs and theMinistry ofOil continued this

quarter about the technical and commercial con-

cepts of amulti-billion dollar Common Seawater

Supply Project that would provide the injection

of 4MBPDof seawater into the large southern oil

fields—a process needed to recover greater amounts

of crude. Initial contracts for the project could be

awarded as early as the fourth quarter of 2011.273

Crude Oil Exports and
Capacity Expansion
Record shipments of crude oil from al-Basrah Oil

Terminal in the south this quarter were enough

to offset a drop in northern exports to the Turk-

ish Mediterranean port of Ceyhan.274 As a result,

Iraq’s exports averaged 2.18 MBPD for the quar-

ter, 1% lower than the previous quarter, but 17%

ahead of the same quarter of 2010.275 Northern

exports fell from 573,000 barrels per day (BPD)

in June to about 460,000 BPD for July and August

before recovering to an average of 584,000 BPD

in September.276

The impact of the dispute was felt elsewhere

in the petroleum sector. In early September, the

GOI removedU.S. oil companyHess Corporation

from a list of more than 40 companies prequali-

fied to bid in the fourth licensing round scheduled

for nextMarch. It was the only listed company

with commercial ties to the Kurdistan Region. A

reduction of crude oil exports from the Kurdistan

Region followed the CoM’s approval of the draft

law, although a KRG statement blamed technical

problems, not politics, for the slowdown.265

Legislation to create a new Iraqi National Oil

Company (INOC), long viewed as a companion to

a hydrocarbon law, was not presented to the CoR

this quarter.266

Crude Oil Production
and Field Development
Crude oil production this quarter in Iraq’s north-

ern and southern fields was essentially unchanged

from the previous quarter.The total average daily

production of 2.56million barrels per day (MBPD)

was 10% above the same period last year, but below

the GOI’s projected average crude oil production

level for 2011 of 2.75MBPD.267 Crude oil produced

in the Kurdistan Region—currently about 140,000

barrels per day—is not included in the national

production figures.268

Fourth Oil and Gas Licensing Round
This quarter, theMinistry of Oil published a

revised list of 46 companies it said had been quali-

fied to participate in the fourth round of oil and

gas licensing rescheduled this quarter for next

March. On offer are rights to explore 12 fields, the

majority of which are in areas of the country where

little or no exploration has occurred previously.

The updated list represented a net increase of five

contenders—six new foreign oil companies from

Europe and theMiddle East and the removal of

Hess Corporation. Nine of the listed companies are

from Japan, five are fromRussia, and four are from

China.Three are U.S. companies: ExxonMobil,

Occidental, and Chevron.269

The Ministry of
Oil published a
revised list of 46
companies it said
had been qualified
to participate in the
fourth round of oil
and gas licensing.
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LPG by 28%. Imports of diesel fuel rose nearly

eight-fold, to 2.92million liters per day compared

with the same quarter in 2010. For the second con-

secutive quarter, Iraq imported no kerosene, even

though domestic production declined.278 Gasoline

imports increased by 38% over the same quarter in

2010, while imports of LPG dropped by 34%.

This quarter, theMinistry of Oil signed a

provisional agreement with an Italian consortium

led by Saipem to build a 200,000 BPD refinery

in Kerbala province. Cost of the project is esti-

mated at about $6.5 billion.TheGOI announce-

ment indicated that if Saipemmoved ahead with

preliminary designs, a full contract for the project

could follow.279TheMinistry of Oil also signed an

initial memorandum of understanding (MOU)

with the Egyptian company KALAA to build a

150,000 BPD refinery inMosul, which would be

fed by crude oil from the Najma andQaiyarah

fields.TheMOU gives the contractor three years to

begin construction and the option tomarket refin-

ery products domestically through a chain of gas

stations. Both agreements follow changes in Iraqi

lawmade earlier this year that offer private-sector

companies investing in refineries a 5% discount on

crude-oil feed stocks.280

Natural Gas
Iraq produced an average of 1,578million cubic

feet per day (MCFD) of associated natural gas dur-

ing the first eightmonths of 2011, including 1,153

MCFD from the southern oil fields and 425MCFD

produced byNorthOil Company. However, Iraq

also flared an average of 898MCFD of gas during

this same period, including 751MCFD from the

southern oil fields.281

The production figures do not include gas pro-

duced in the Kurdistan Region, where the flaring of

commercial quantities of gas is illegal.The region’s

combustion-turbine power plants are fueled pri-

marily by locally produced natural gas.TheKRG

plans to use its gas reserves to fuel future plants in

the region as well as for possible export to the rest

of Iraq and beyond.282

TheGOI this quarter moved to expand crude-

oil export facilities off al-Faw Peninsula in the

Persian Gulf. In August, it awarded a $472million,

two-year contract to the Italian company Saipem

to build a single-point mooring (SPM) with an ex-

port capacity of 900,000 BPD plus a 31-mile-long

pipeline connecting the SPMwith a crude oil stor-

age facility at al-Faw. Inmid-October, Iraq’s South

Oil Company announced a $518million contract

with Australia’s Leighton Offshore to construct

two offshore platforms, an SPM, and a 48-inch-

diameter pipeline linking the facilities to a storage

farm at al-Faw. Leighton Offshore announced a

$79million contract to build a separate SPM in the

same area for completion by early 2012.The first

in a series of new 900,000 BPD SPMs off al-Faw is

due to begin operating in January 2012; however,

there have been reports it could be delayed until

late February orMarch.277

Refineries and Petroleum Products
Iraq’s refineries produced significantly less diesel

fuel, gasoline, kerosene, and liquefied petroleum

gas (LPG) this quarter, compared with the same

quarter in 2010. Diesel fuel production was down

by 15%, gasoline by 27%, kerosene by 48%, and

Pipelines being laid off al-Faw Peninsula to connect Iraq’s offshore crude oil loading facilities (now
under construction) with onshore tank farms. (Leighton Offshore photo)

Iraq flared an average
of 898 MCFD of gas

during this period,
including 751 MCFD
from the southern oil

fields.
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Iraq concluded a secondmajor natural gas deal

this quarter, signing a contract with KoreanGas

Corporation (Kogas) to develop the Akkas field in

western Anbar, estimated to contain reserves of

5.6 trillion cubic feet. Approval had been held up

by resistance from local tribal leaders demanding

concessions in return for their support.284

TheMinistry of Oil signed anMOUwith Iran

and Syria this quarter to build a $10 billion gas

pipeline that would transport natural gas from

Iran’s South Pars gas field, first to Iraq, then on to

Syria, Jordan, Turkey, and Lebanon, and eventually

to Europe. According to planners, the 56-inch-

diameter pipeline would have the capacity to

transport 3.9 billion cubic feet per day.285

Developments in
Non-Hydrocarbon Areas

Construction and Housing
As the GOI’s ambitious infrastructure renewal

program begins to take shape, the construction

industry is becoming amore significant driver of

economic growth. A Citigroup study of regional

markets found that, during the first eight months

of 2011, the GOI awarded 23major construction

projects valued at $16.6 billion, more than a quar-

ter of the $61 billion worth of such contract awards

in theMiddle East and North Africa region during

An agreement between Iraq’s SouthernGas

Company andRoyal Dutch Shell to capture up

to 700MCFDof associated natural gas currently

flared from three large southern oil fields faced

criticism this quarter as it awaited final CoMap-

proval. Opposition to an agreement has simmered

ever since theGOI selected Shell for the project

three years agowithout public bidding and has only

grown since a revised deal was initialed in July.283

Figure 4.12
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Artist rendering of planned $10 billion extension to Baghdad’s Sadr City district. (Broadway Malyan illustration)

The Ministry of Oil
signed an MOU with
Iran and Syria this
quarter to build a
$10 billion gas
pipeline.
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than double that of anyMiddle East oil-producing

nation (See Table 4.8).289

HiltonWorldwide became the latest major

international hotel group to invest in Iraq.Working

under amanagement agreement withNewYork-

based real estate developer the Claremont Group,

Hilton plans to open a complex of 200 serviced

apartments in Erbil under its DoubleTree Suites

brand.TheClaremont Group has applied to the

Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)

for a $15million loan to support the project, which

is scheduled to open in 2013.290

Financial Sector Developments
Several developments this quarter focused on ad-

dressingweaknesses in Iraq’s financial sector. In

September, theWorld Bank released a financial

sector review that underscored the sector’s “critical”

role inmodernizing the Iraqi economy.The review

cited as an immediate “crucial” step, the need to rid

the balance sheets of non-recoverable Saddam-era

loans at the Rafidain andRasheed banks, two of

Iraq’s largest state-owned banks.Writing off bad

Saddam-era loans has been slowed by procedures

that, inmany cases, carry political risk and often

require cabinet-level approval.291 Iraq’s poorlyman-

aged, ill-equipped state-owned lending institutions

currently handle about 85%of banking transactions

in the country, leaving 39 private-sector bankswith

just 15% of the business.TheWorld Bank review

called on theGOI to “level the playing field” for

private banks by allowing them to compete for pub-

lic sector business that has long been an exclusive

preserve for state-owned banks.292TheMinistry of

Finance this quarter announced that government

agencies could once again conduct business with

private banks.293

This quarter, theWorld Bank began imple-

menting a four-year, $10million program to help

restructure Rafidain Bank and Rasheed Bank—

starting staff training on riskmanagement and

developing risk-management units at the banks.

Work has also begun on establishingmodern ac-

counting systems. Another part of theWorld Bank

that period.The dollar value of the contracts was

also the highest of any regional country, just ahead

of Saudi Arabia’s $16.4 billion.286 For a comparison

of the countries in the region, see Figure 4.12.

Inmid-August, the National Investment Com-

mission called together the heads of the Provincial

Investment Commission to obtain commitments

that sufficient land would be allocated for a pub-

licly funded national initiative to build onemillion

new housing units. South Korean contractors have

been selected to lead two projects to build 100,000

housing units each—one in Basrah and the second

in Besmaya, southeast of Baghdad. A British

architectural firm this quarter delivered a concept

master plan for a 6.6-square-mile, $10 billion

housing development that will be an extension to

Baghdad’s Sadr City with housing for more than

500,000 inhabitants. It is expected to take 10 years

to complete.287

In August, theMinistry of Housing and Con-

struction outlined plans to build nearly $1 billion

worth of roads, bridges, andmore than 1,400

housing units in Basrah province.288 A report on

government-supported housing in theMiddle East

and North Africa region published this quarter

by the global property management company

Jones Lang LaSalle concluded Iraq has a shortage

of onemillion low-cost government-subsidized

housing units—second only to Egypt andmore

Table 4.8

Shortage of Government-subsidized Housing in Select

Middle East and North Africa Nations, 2010

Country Total Supply Total Demand Shortage

Shortage as a

% of Demand

Egypt 15,400,000 16,900,000 1,500,000 9%

Iraq 1,900,000 2,900,000 1,000,000 34%

Morocco 2,800,000 3,400,000 600,000 18%

Saudi Arabia 2,300,000 2,700,000 400,000 15%

Bahrain 190,000 230,000 40,000 17%

UAE 370,000 390,000 20,000 5%

Oman 285,000 300,000 15,000 5%

Total 23,245,000 26,820,000 3,575,000 13%

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, “Why Affordable Housing Matters?” 9/2011, p. 9.

A report published
this quarter concluded

Iraq has a shortage
of one million

low-cost government-
subsidized housing

units.
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development targets. However, USAIDOIG found

that the program “lacked a clear and continuing

focus on the poor as USAID policy prescribes.”

The contractor also failed to calculate the num-

ber of jobs, both new and existing, that were

sustained at firms receiving the microloans.

Program administrators said they would imple-

ment changes to address the shortcomings by the

end of 2011.The audit noted that security and

logistics restrictions prevented the auditors from

confirming loans and balances with borrowers.296

Agriculture
Iraq’s wheat crop harvested for the 2011–2012

marketing year was estimated at 2 million tons—

15% below the 2010–2011 harvest of 2.3 million

tons.The lower yields followed late and erratic

rainfall in the northern rain-fed growing areas

and reports of lower water levels and increased

salinity affecting southern crops fed by the

Euphrates and Tigris Rivers. The smaller harvest

has raised the possibility of increased imports.

Iraq is expected to import 60% of its demand for

cereals for 2011–2012.297

Inma
Work performed under USAID’s Inma agricul-
tural program this quarter included conducting

training for greenhouse farming and development

of a training plan to counter the effects of theTuta
Absolutamoth that has caused serious damage

to both greenhouse and open-field crops in Iraq.

USAID also reported supporting efforts to improve

the production andmarketing chains that add

value to products and profitably to farmers through

its Agribusiness Program.298

SOE Reform
TheMinistry of Industry andMinerals (MIM)

this quarter was unable to attract any formal bid

for investment in SOEs under its control. MIM

officials reported several inquiries and some in-

terest—but no deals—to establish public-private

partnerships (PPPs) after posting a list of SOEs

program is aimed at promoting smaller private-

sector banks.294

A survey of Iraq’s private-sector banking system

released this quarter concluded that private banks

were ill-equipped to deal with technological devel-

opments, product development, service delivery

and riskmanagement—all strengths central to

supporting growth and expansion.The survey

also found that private-sector lending in 2009

amounted to 3.3% of GDP—just one-tenth the

33.5% average for all Middle East countries.The

survey, the first known attempt to collect in-depth

data on Iraq’s private banks, was undertaken by

USAID as part of its Financial Sector Develop-

ment Program. Of Iraq’s 39 private-sector lending

institutions, 21 participated.295 For a comparison

of cash-to-deposit ratios of international and Iraqi

banks, see Table 4.9.

Tijara
This quarter, USAID’s Office of Inspector General

(USAID OIG) released an audit of microfinance

activity carried out under the Tijara program.

The audit found that all nine microfinance

institutions that received grant funds under this

program had reached operational sustainability,

and six of the nine had achieved financial sus-

tainability. Additionally, all had met institutional

Table 4.9

Cash-to-Deposit Ratios of Selected
International and Iraqi Private Banks, 2009
Bank Cash/Deposits

Standard Chartered 6.2%

JPMorgan Chasea 2.7%

Arab Bank, PLCb 23.2%

Average of 21 Iraqi Private Banks 84.8%

Note: Cash/Deposits measures the ability of a bank to meet sudden
demands by depositors to withdraw funds. The near one-to-one
relationship is strongly indicative of a system that is not performing its
role as financial intermediary. In banking environments where there
is a responsive, active interbank market (and a Central Bank willing
to serve as lender of last resort), the Cash/Deposits ratio is normally
extremely low.
a As of 2/24/2010
b As of 6/30/2009

Source: Bank financial statements provided to USAID, Private Banking
Industry Survey, Iraq Financial Development Project, 4/2011, p. 45.

The Ministry of
Industry and Minerals
this quarter was
unable to attract
any formal bid for
investment in SOEs
under its control.
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GOI plans to distribute a short questionnaire next

year to collect simple household data that would

be used to determine eligibility.TheMoPDC and

World Bank are also developing a communication

strategy to sell the plan to a public already un-

happy about the government’s inability to provide

basic services.302

Trade Developments
The Tijara program assisted in finalizing Iraq’s

Agricultural Subsidy Offer—part of the Initial

Goods Offer—a component of the country’s

World Trade Organization (WTO) application

process. It also helped finalize Iraq position papers

on construction, environmental, and distribution

services commitments needed forWTO entry.

In addition, USAID provided training onWTO

business services to government and private-sector

employees.The workshop prepared a draft posi-

tion paper on business services, another compo-

nent of theWTO-required Initial Services Offer.303

The Export-Import Bank issued two insurance

policies this quarter: one in the amount of $20mil-

lion and another for $5.2million. Both were taken

out by J.P.Morgan to cover letters of credit issued

by the Trade Bank of Iraq. 304

This quarter, U.S. Embassy-Baghdad expanded

and renamed its IOC Support Team to cover all

U.S. companies doing business in Iraq.The new

IOC/Commercial Support Teamnow includes U.S.

government agencies able to assist U.S. companies

operating in Iraq across a broad range of issues,

including transportation, banking, economic

development, security, and regulatory information.

For example, the support team reported working

with Iraqi immigration officials to clear a backlog

of 250,000 visa requests this quarter.305

An updatedDoS travel warning for Iraq issued

this quarter “warns” U.S. citizens against all but

essential travel to Iraq given the dangerous security

situation.The new advisory replaces an April 2011

DoS travel warning that “recommends” against all

but essential travel.The tougher wording has com-

plicated efforts for those working to promote U.S.

available for investment on the ministry’s website

in early August. The available SOEs included

those in the pharmaceutical, ceramics, and

paper-producing industries.299

Under a $3million consulting contract, McKin-

sey & Company is working with theWorld Bank

to assist theMIM on two pilot PPPs involving the

State Company forMechanical Industries and a

Samarra-based pharmaceutical enterprise, known

as SDI.With around 40% of Iraq’s 170-plus SOEs

under its control, theMIM’s success in attracting

private-sector capital is an important factor in the

GOI’s efforts to revive Iraq’s non-oil economy.300

This quarter, senior managers from 10 SOEs

completed a U.S. Department of Commerce

course on how to select strategic international

partners to expand their business. As part of the

Department’s Commercial LawDevelopment Pro-

gram, the SOEmanagers met inWashington with

private-sector attorneys to better understand the

concept of business partnerships and how to nego-

tiate joint-venture agreements.With help from the

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the SOEmanagers

thenmet with executives of potential U.S. partner

companies.The course was the final phase of a

program that spanned fourmonths, beginning

with a two-day introductory session in Baghdad

inMay 2011. A two-daymeeting in Istanbul with

potential Turkish partner firms followed in June.301

Public Distribution System Reform
TheGOI is moving forward with plans to rein

in its popular but costly and inefficient Public

Distribution System (PDS), which offers a monthly

food basket of up to 10 items to nearly every Iraqi

household.TheGOI allocated $3.4 billion—about

6% of its total 2011 operating budget—to finance

the program.TheMinistry of Planning andDevel-

opment Cooperation (MoPDC) is currently work-

ing with theWorld Bank to develop an effective

strategy to identify those most dependent on the

PDS for their basic food needs and then gradually

eliminate distribution to others—about two-thirds

of the population—over a five-year period.The

The GOI is moving
forward with plans to
rein in its popular but
costly and inefficient

Public Distribution
System.
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Members of the U.S. business community

dealing with Iraq say they lean heavily on U.S.

Embassy-Baghdad and consulates in Basrah and

Erbil.308There are currently twoU.S. Foreign

Commercial Service officers based in Iraq, both

at U.S. Embassy-Baghdad. A locally hired com-

mercial specialist works at the U.S. Consulate in

Erbil.309 Amajority of consulates and embassies

located in Iraq provide resources to potential

investors and businessmen from their respective

countries. For a map of diplomatic missions in

cities outside Baghdad, see Figure 4.13.◆

trade and investment in Iraq.TheU.S. Chamber of

Commerce described the advisory as understand-

able but discouraging.306

SomeU.S. companies whose representatives

traveled to Iraq in June as part of aChamber of

Commerce-sponsored trademission returned to Iraq

this quarter to explore specific business opportuni-

ties in greater depth.They conducted talkswith local

andprovincial officials; however, no contractswere

signed.One businessmodel under consideration is

to produce goods elsewhere in the region that would

then be imported into Iraq for distribution.307

Figure 4.13
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U.S. efforts to improve public services in Iraq have

scaled down significantly since the height of the

reconstruction program. Both the number and the

size of active projects continue to decrease.

At the end of September 2010, for example, the

U.S. ArmyCorps of Engineers (USACE) reported

that it had 94 ongoingU.S.-funded projects in

the electricity, water, transportation and com-

munications, health, and education sectors, with a

combined value of almost $368million.Most were

for the renovation or construction of facilities.310 At

the end of this quarter, USACE had just 12 active

projects in these sectors, collectively valued at less

than $38million, plus an additional 7 in the pre-

award stage. All of these 19 ongoing and planned

projects were scheduled for completion no later

than September 2012.311

The largest ongoingU.S.-funded public services

project is only indirectly related to physical infra-

structure.Awarded inMarch 2011, the $74.8million,

USAID-funded PrimaryHealth Care Project in

Iraq provides technical assistance to theMinistry

ofHealth intended to improve the quality of primary

health care services throughout the country.312

Electricity

Supply and Demand
Iraq’s electricity supply on the grid and estimated

demand both reached record levels in July. Total

supply averaged 175,580megawatt-hours (MWh)

per day, or 7,316megawatts (MW). Each of the

two components of current supply, power-plant

production within Iraq and electricity imports

from Iran, also achieved all-time highs. Demand,

however, was almost twice the available sup-

ply—336,900 MWh per day, or 14,038 MW—

resulting in a 6,722MWsupply-demand gap, the

largest monthly shortfall to date.313 Figure 4.14

shows themonthly and 12-month rolling national

averages for electricity supply and demand from

January 2009 through July 2011.

As discussed in SIGIR’s July 2011Quarterly Re-

port, as well as in the feature on theKurdistan Re-

gion in this Quarterly Report, the aggregated supply

and demand figures for the entire countrymask the

differences between the situations in the Kurdistan

Region and the rest of Iraq.While theMinistry of

Electricity (MOE) is currently struggling to provide

at least 8 hours of electricity per day to consumers

in the 15 provinces served by its transmission and

distribution network,314 KRGofficials reported that

consumers in the Kurdistan Region started expe-

riencing full days of uninterrupted power this fall,

though they expect this to drop back to 18 hours per

daywhen demand peaks in thewinter.315

SIGIRwill report supply and demand data for

the July–September quarter once the updated data

is made available.

Power Generation
Diesel Power Plants
InMarch 2011, theMOE announced a fast-track

plan to close the supply-demand gap by themiddle

of 2012.This would be accomplished by building

PUBLIC SERVICES

Figure 4.14
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50 new 100MWdiesel power plants, some of

which would be completed by the end of 2011.316 At

the end of this quarter, however, no contracts were

in place, and no construction work had begun.

After the plan was made public by the MOE

and approved by the CoM, the MOE reduced the

number of planned plants to 40 and entered into

deferred-payment contracts with three com-

panies to build them: STX Heavy Industries of

South Korea (25 plants); Canadian Alliance for

Power Generation Equipment, or CAPGENT (10

plants); andMaschinenbau Halberstadt (MBH)

of Germany (5 plants). But the plan was derailed

this quarter by problems with STX over contract

terms and by allegations that CAPGENT was

a “fake” company and that MBH had declared

bankruptcy.317 In the wake of these revelations,

the following events ensued:

• OnAugust 3, theMOE canceled the contracts

with CAPGENT andMBH.318

• OnAugust 8, PrimeMinister Nuri al-Maliki

askedMinister of Electricity Ra’ad al-Ani to

resign.319

• OnAugust 17, al-Ani andDeputy PrimeMin-

ister for Energy Affairs Hussein al-Shahristani

testified on thesematters at a CoR hearing.320

• OnAugust 18, al-Ani resigned.321

• On September 13, the CoM approved amodi-

fied version of the contract with STX, reducing

the number of plants that STXwould build

from 25 to 9.322

• OnOctober 10, the CoR approved the appoint-

ment of Abdul KarimAftan as the newMinister

of Electricity.323

• On October 12, in a meeting with the MOE’s

upper management, Aftan said that he was

“personally committed to fix all the problems

of the ministry” and expects the MOE to

provide “more hours of service to the people.”

He also said that the ministry must “establish

credibility with the media and with the public”

and set realistic time frames for improving

the electricity situation only after research and

deliberation.324

For additional information on the change of

leadership at theMOE, see the Governance subsec-

tion of this Report.

In an apparent effort to get the short-term plan

back on track, al-Maliki and al-Shahristanimet

with representatives fromU.S. manufacturing

company Caterpillar Inc. on September 8 to dis-

cuss howCaterpillar could help Iraq add new diesel

generating capacity by next summer. U.S. Ambas-

sador James Jeffrey also attended themeeting.325

Unrelated to the fast-track plan unveiled in

March, theMOE announced on September 4 that it

had completed construction of eight 30MWdiesel

plants, more than two years after the originally

scheduled completion date.With a combined

nameplate capacity of 240MW, these plants are

located in Anbar, Baghdad, and Basrah provinces,

and each plant has twelve 2.5MWgenerating

units.These units were part of a $380million order

for 144 units (360MW total) that theMOE placed

withHyundai Heavy Industries in June 2008.

At the time, the new plants were expected to be

completed by April 2009. Hyundai delivered the

generating units in batches between February and

June 2009. According to theMOE’s recent an-

nouncement, the remainingunits (totaling 120MW

of new capacity) were already installed in plants

in Baghdad andwere undergoing test runs before

being put into service.326

TheMOE also reported this quarter that a third

diesel-powered floating power plant had arrived

in Basrah. Built and owned by Karadeniz Energy

Group of Turkey, this “powership” has a generating

capacity of 108MW.The three plants nowmoored

in southern Basrah have a combined nameplate

capacity of almost 400MW.327

Combustion Turbine Plants
In September, the CoMapproved a $308million

contract withHyundai to build the 1,500MW

al-Rumaila power plant and a $349million contract

withMetka SA ofGreece to build the 1,250MW

Shatt al-Basrah plant. Al-Rumaila plant would

be the first to be built using combustion turbines

The plan was derailed
this quarter by
problems with STX
over contract terms
and by allegations
that CAPGENT was
a “fake” company
and that MBH had
declared bankruptcy.
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purchased under the December 2008 “MegaDeal”

with Siemens.The Shatt al-Basrah plant would

use turbines purchased under the General Electric

(GE)MegaDeal. Under the terms of the engi-

neering, procurement, and construction (EPC)

contracts, these projectsmust be completed within

two years.328

Also this quarter, GE signed a 12-year agree-

ment withMass Global Investment Company to

supply repair services and parts for the combus-

tion turbines at the three power plants thatMass

Global owns and operates in the Kurdistan Region.

Under the agreement, GE also will provide techni-

cal training forMass Global’s engineers.329The

nameplate capacity of the three plants currently

totals 1,875MWand is expected to increase to

2,250MW later this year after two turbines are

added to the plant in Erbil and one is added to the

Sulaymaniyah plant.330 Formore on the electricity

situation in the Kurdistan Region, see the Focus on

Kurdistan section of this Report.

Transmission and Distribution
Based on the news releases it issued this quarter,

theMOE appears to be placing a high priority on

making its transmission and distribution of electric

powermore equitable and reliable. Among other

recentmeasures, theMOE reports that it has done

the following:

• taken disciplinary or administrative action

against distributionmanagers and substa-

tion operators who caused power imbalances

by overriding the provincial quotas set by the

national control center, and also appealed to

provincial officials to stop pressuringmanagers

and operators to ignore the quotas331

• stepped up its campaign, in conjunction with

law enforcement, to stop citizens from illegally

tapping into the national grid332

• developed a plan to replace the dilapidated

overhead distribution lines in Baghdadwith

underground lines to protect them from

damage caused by weather and unauthorized

tampering333

• received bids from eight companies for the con-

struction and equipping of distribution control

centers in seven provinces to ensure fair distri-

bution and improve the technical performance

of the system334

U.S.-funded Electricity Projects
As of September 30, 2011, the United States had

obligated $5.08 billion and expended $4.99 billion

to improve Iraq’s generation, transmission, and

distribution of electricity.335

USACE reported that it completed four electric-

ity projects in Iraq this quarter.With a combined

cost of $13million, the four completed projects

used ESF funds for the procurement of equipment:

$6.8million for substations inDiyala, $3million

for a substation inNinewa, and $3.2million for two

projects at al-Musayab combustion-turbine plant

in Babylon.The one ongoing project at the end of

the quarter was a $4million effort, also funded

by the ESF, to commission two generating units

at al-Musayab plant. According toUSACE, that

project is behind schedule because of contractor

inefficiency and is not expected to be completed

before the end of December.336

Four planned ESF-funded projects are in the

pre-award stage and had not started as of the end of

the quarter.The largest, valued at $1.5million, is for

an electrical transmission system study andmaster

plan. Under this project, a consultant would use

data from recent power outages to recommend cor-

rective actions that will improve system reliability.

The effort would also provide training and equip-

ment toMOE engineers so they can better protect

theministry’s 400-kilovolt (kV) and 132 kV trans-

mission systems.The second largest project, with

an anticipated cost of $750,000, would assistMOE

staff in producing a plan to upgrade and expand the

electrical distribution system inAnbar and Basrah

provinces. To be implemented in cooperationwith

theUnitedNationsDevelopment Programme, this

project would continuework started as part of the

Iraq ElectricityMasterplan.The remaining two

projects have a combined value of $50,000.337

The MOE appears
to be placing a high

priority on making
its transmission and

distribution of electric
power more equitable

and reliable.
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controls the east runwaywhile theU.S. Air Force

controls thewest runway. Iraqi air traffic controllers

control the airspace.344

U.S. Embassy-Baghdad also reported that five of

the six civil aviation towers were fully controlled by

Iraqi air traffic controllers this quarter.The sixth—

inMosul—will come under Iraqi air traffic control

before the end of the year. USF-I reported that it

transferred the final sector of northern Iraq’s air-

space to the Iraqi Civil Aviation Authority (ICAA)

onAugust 25. U.S. Embassy-Baghdad reported that

Iraq assumed control over airspace in themiddle of

the country at the beginning of October 2011.345

According to the Embassy, progress toward

meeting International Civil AviationOrganization

standards was slow but improving, and several

airports were expected tomeet international stan-

dards.The Embassy also reported that an airports/

aviation security advisor was assisting the ICAA

with oversight capabilities, and thatmost airports

now have adequate navigation equipment.346

Transportation and
Communications

As of September 30, 2011, the United States had

obligated $1.14 billion and expended $1.08 billion

to rehabilitate Iraq’s transportation and communi-

cations sectors.338

Aviation
TheU. S. Federal Aviation Administration contin-

ued to ban U.S. air carriers and commercial opera-

tors from flying to Iraq due to security concerns.339

However, Iraq’s aviation operations continued to

expand. Last quarter, Austrian Airlines became

the first European carrier to resume regularly

scheduled flights to Baghdad.TheAustrian airline

already flies to Erbil and will now also operate

three flights per week between Vienna and the

Iraqi capital.340This quarter, three additional

airlines added or announced plans to add com-

mercial flights to cities in Iraq:

• In July, Turkish Airlines flew its first direct flight

between Istanbul and Najaf.Themove followed

an accord reached last quarter in which Iraqi

and Turkish civil aviation authorities agreed to

increase flights and launch new flight destina-

tions between the two countries.341

• Egypt’s national carrier, Egyptair, resumed

flights to Iraq in August, ending a 21-year hiatus.

The airline plans to fly four times per week to

Baghdad and three times per week to Erbil.342

• TheUAE-based carrier Emirates announced

plans to begin flights to Baghdad inNovember

2011; it already flies to Basrah.343

Mosul Airport remained underU.S. Army

control this quarter, but a commercial passenger

terminal there is under Iraqi control to allow for

air carrier operations.TheMosul Airport will be

turned over to the Iraqis during the last quarter

of 2011. U.S. Embassy-Baghdad reported Iraq’s

other airports—Basrah,Erbil, Sulaymaniyah, and

Najaf—were under local or central Iraqi government

control. At Baghdad International Airport, Iraq

Austrian Airlines announces flights to and from Baghdad.

This quarter, three
additional airlines
added or announced
plans to add
commercial flights to
cities in Iraq.
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asmuch as $2 billion in licensing fees. However, the

recent CoR vote unfavorable to the three existing

carriers could deter potential bidders worried about

incurring similar fines and fees.351

USACE reported this quarter that the Iraqi

Ministry of Communications had not yet ac-

cepted transfer of the $18.3million IRRF-funded

al-MamoonCommunication and Exchange Center

in Baghdad. USACE completed construction of the

center last quarter and had inspected it in prepara-

tion for turning it over to theministry. According

toUSACE, the Iraqis are typically reluctant to

accept completedUSACE projects because of a

perception that, in doing so, they will incur per-

sonal responsibility or liability for the facility being

accepted. A separate USACE project, fundedwith

$192,000 from the ESF, is underway to provide

static security at al-Mamoon facility.352

Water and Sanitation

TheGOI, UNICEF, and the EuropeanUnion this

quarter released the findings of a survey assessing

the conditions of water and sanitation services in

Iraq’s 18 provinces.The survey found that 79% of

the population has access to the drinking water

distribution network, leaving one in five Iraqis

without access to safe drinking water. Access is

worse in rural areas, where two in five Iraqis do

not have access to drinking water networks.The

survey also found that 17% of the population does

Railroads
The $48.1 million ESF-funded Digital Micro-

wave Radio Communication Network for Iraq’s

railroads was completed this quarter. According to

U.S. Embassy-Baghdad, the project and all train-

ing associated with the network were completed

on September 30, 2011, and the system is operating

as planned.347

Road Construction
USACE reported that two construction projects

for al-Amarah–al-MaymunahCarriageway were

completed this quarter:348

• A $2.1million, IRRF-funded project to replace

three highway bridges was completed in August.

• A $4.1million, ESF-funded project to complete

construction of the 14-mile-long highway was

completed on September 30.

Communications
Iraq boasts one of the fastest-growing cell phone

markets in the region, with an estimated 23mil-

lion subscribers currently served by three carriers:

Zain, Qatar Telecom’s Asiacell, and Korek Telecom,

which is partly owned by France Telecom.

In August, the CoR voted to require the three

carriers to pay their entire licensing fee and

outstanding regulatory fines totaling $2.85 bil-

lion within 30 days.The CoR action overturned

an earlier agreement that would have allowed

the carriers to pay the amount owed over five

years, though it was unclear whether the vote

was binding.The fines were imposed for poor

coverage and quality of service, though the car-

riers blamed attacks on their infrastructure for

making reliable service difficult.349 The compa-

nies may face further fines for failing to list their

stock on the Iraqi stock market. Under the terms

of their 2007 licensing agreements, the three car-

riers had agreed to list 25% of their stock on Iraq’s

exchange by August 31, 2011.350

Earlier this year, the GOIMinister of Commu-

nications announced plans to issue a fourthmobile

phone license by the end of 2011, which could raise

Bridge on al-Amarah–al-Maymunah Carriageway in Missan
province. (USACE photo)

The CoR voted to
require the three

carriers to pay their
entire licensing fee

and outstanding
regulatory fines

totaling $2.85 billion
within 30 days.
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medical journal, an estimated 18,000 physicians—

about half of the total that worked in Iraq prior to

2003—have fled the country. Iraq now has about

one-fifth as many doctors and one-third as many

nurses per person as Jordan.TheGOI estimates

that more than 600 physicians have beenmur-

dered since 2003, but the IraqiMedical Associa-

tion puts the number closer to 2,000. As a result

of a deteriorating health care system, Iraq’s health

statistics have worsened:358

• Life expectancy at birth in 2010 was 58 years,

down from 65 years in 1980.

• The chance of an adult dying before the age of 60

has increased almost 40% since 2000.

• Thematernal mortality rate—84 per 100,000 live

births—is twice as high as Jordan’s.

• The infantmortality rate is 41 deaths per 1,000

live births.

• Mortality for children younger than 5 is at 45

per 1,000 live births—twice as high as Jordan’s

and almost three times as high as Syria’s.

• Child immunization rates are down nearly 20%

since 2000 and now average about 36%.

Capacity Development
USAID’s $74.8million ESF-funded PrimaryHealth

Care Project in Iraq aims to support theMinistry of

Health (MOH) in improving the delivery of services

atmore than 360 health clinics, with particular em-

phasis onmaternal and neonatal care. According to

its work plan for the first year, the project has three

main objectives:359

• Help theMOH strengthen critical management

systems, including development of systems and

guidelines formanagement of primary health

care clinics, development of a leadership and

management training program, and establish-

ment of a patient-records system.

• Improve the quality of clinical services by estab-

lishing standards of care, quality improvement

programs, a high-quality in-service training

program for continuingmedical education, and

a research agenda to fuel further evidence-based

improvements.

not have access to adequate sanitation services.

Fluctuations in the supply of electricity, shortages

in equipment andmachinery, and lack of conserva-

tion were cited asmain causes for the lack of water

and sanitation services.The survey was part of a

$10million project to improve the GOI’s delivery of

water and sanitation services.353

U.S.-funded Water Projects
As of September 30, 2011, the United States had

obligated $2.65 billion and expended $2.57 billion

to rehabilitate Iraq’s water and sanitation sectors.354

USACE reported that it had three ongoing

ESF-funded, water-related projects at the end of

this quarter.The largest was a $7.6million project

to connect the FallujaWasteWater Treatment

System to 9,116 homes byMay 2012 and fund two

additional trunk lines. Approximately 6,050 of the

homeswere connected by the end of this quarter.

Additionally, USACE reported an ongoing $150,000

project to train Falluja SewerDepartment employ-

ees to operate andmaintain the new treatment

plant.355 For historical details and a summary of

SIGIR’s report on the system that was released this

quarter, see Section 5 and the Insert to this Report.

The third active project reported byUSACE is a

$1.3million study that is collecting samples from

the Shatt al-Arab waterway.356

Health Care

According to USAID, Iraq’s health care has

declined significantly in the last two decades as

measured by life expectancy, child mortality,

and other indicators. The country suffers from

systemic challenges, including a lack of doctors

and trained staff (particularly nurses), a drug

distribution system plagued by weak controls, and

poorly maintained infrastructure that leads to

unsanitary conditions.357

The poor security environment has created

additional obstacles to the delivery of adequate

care. According to a recent issue ofThe Lancet

Iraq now has about
one-fifth as many
doctors and one-third
as many nurses per
person as Jordan.
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plan provided to SIGIR, the baselines had not yet

been determined for 35 of those indicators, and

first-year targets had not been determined for 37

of them.361

USAID reported that it had reobligated $36.7mil-

lion in funds from three other programs (commu-

nity stabilization, community-based conflictmitiga-

tion, and civil society and independent media) to

support the four-year PrimaryHealthCareProject.362

Health Care Facilities
This quarter, USACE continued construction of

the $12.6 million ESF-fundedMissan Surgical

Hospital, an 80-bed facility inMissan province.

According to USACE, contractor inefficiency was

delaying completion of the project. U.S. Embassy-

Baghdad reported slow but steady progress on

the hospital, with completion now expected in

November 2011.363

USACE reported an ongoing $1.4 million ESF-

funded project to transport and install donated

medical equipment and complete necessary

construction of the Basrah Children’s Hospital,

a $165 million facility that opened to patients in

October 2010.The construction and installation

of equipment are scheduled for completion in

May 2012. U.S. Embassy-Baghdad reported that

oncology services at the hospital remain unavail-

able.364 Two new projects at the hospital were in

the pre-award stage this quarter: a $1.5 million

ESF-funded effort to provide facility management

at the hospital, and a second project to purchase

and install MRI equipment and a CT scanner.365

USACE also reported three projects designed

to repair x-ray shielding deficiencies to prevent

radiation leakage at 85 primary health care

centers built with U.S. funds.366 In 2004, USACE

sought to build 150 of these centers, of which

133 were eventually constructed. During inspec-

tions of two of these centers in December 2008,

SIGIR identified construction and equipment is-

sues—including the x-ray rooms having wooden

doors instead of the lead-lined doors required by

the design.367

• Work with stakeholders throughout the health

care community to develop aNational Statement

of Patients’ Rights in primary health care, along

with a handbook providing guidance for effec-

tive community partnerships.

Although the project will aim to strengthen

primary health care services to benefit the Iraqi

population as a whole, it will also focus on increas-

ing coverage for key vulnerable populations such

as IDPs. USAID expects to work with theWorld

HealthOrganization in provinces where the inter-

national agency does not plan to set up services and

provinces with high numbers of IDPs and other

vulnerable groups.360

USAID’s contractor for this project has submit-

ted a performancemanagement plan designed “to

track project performance against key indicators

that are measurable qualitatively and/or quanti-

tatively.”The plan states that the contractor will

implement amonitoring and evaluation system

that will include performance indicators at the

impact, outcome, and output levels.The plan

lists 86 specific indicators. In the version of the

USACE also reported
three projects

designed to repair
x-ray shielding
deficiencies to

prevent radiation
leakage at 85 primary

health care centers
built with U.S. funds.

Primary health care center in need of repairs to prevent radiation leakage from x-ray equipment.
(USACE photo)
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School in Falluja. USACE also reported one ongo-

ing school construction project, the $1.1million

Halabja School in Sulaymaniyah province.The

scheduled completion date had been set for Sep-

tember 30, 2011; however, the project was delayed

by contractor inefficiency, andUSACE now expects

the school will be completed inNovember 2011.

The $7.9million project to construct theWazeriya

National Training Center also was underway at

the end of the quarter. Both ongoing projects are

funded by the ESF.369◆

Education

Iraqi schools suffer from overcrowding, and high

illiteracy rates remain a concern.This quarter,

UNAMI reported that Iraq’s educational system

suffers from substantial disparities in quality, based

on region and gender.368

U.S.-funded Education Projects
USACE reported it had completed one school this

quarter, the $545,000 ESF-funded al-Nuaymia

UNAMI reported that
Iraq’s educational
system suffers from
substantial disparities
in quality, based on
region and gender.
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Introduction
The semi-autonomous Kurdistan Region,

though an integral part of the federal

Iraqi state, is distinct from—and, in

manyways, more successful than—the

rest of the country.Most fundamentally,

the region is secure. NoU.S. soldier or

civilian has been killed there since 2003,

and terrorist incidents are exceedingly

rare, with only twomajor bombings in

the past eight years. In part because of

the permissive security environment,

U.S.-funded reconstruction efforts there

have usually been well executed.The

positive security situation in the re-

gion has attracted almost $16 billion in

combined foreign and domestic invest-

ment sincemid-2006.Moreover, the

region’s relative security and prosperity

has begun to attract foreign tourists.The

NewYork Times travel section named it

as one of the 41 places to visit for 2011.370

While internal boundary checkpoints

are considered strong, with thorough

checks performed on anyone entering

from the rest of Iraq, millions of Iraqi

citizens from the other 15 provinces also

regularly travel there for business and

FOCUS ON THE KURDISTAN REGION
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Geography
Regional Capital: Erbil
Area: 15,692 square miles
(40,643 square kilometers)
Major Cities: Erbil, Sulaymaniyah,
Dahuk, and Zakho

Demography
Population: 4.7 million
(May 2010 KRG est.)
Rural vs. Urban (by province):
Dahuk: 27% vs. 73%
Erbil: 24% vs. 76%
Sulaymaniyah: 30% vs. 70%
Major ethnic groups: Kurds,
Arabs, Turkmen, Assyrians,
Chaldeans, and Armenians

Political Economy
KRG President:
Masoud Barzani (KDP)
KRG Prime Minister:
Barham Salih (PUK)
Main industries: Hydrocarbon
extraction, light industry,
agriculture, tourism, and trade

U.S. Presence
Diplomatic: Consulate General
in Erbil
Total U.S. Reconstruction Funds
Committed: $871.6 million
(as of 9/2010)

Sources: SIGIR analysis of KRG documents,
10/2011; GOI, information provided to SIGIR,
9-10/2011; UN, IAU sources, 10/2011.

Aerial photograph of Hawler Castle, Erbil City.
(Photo provided courtesy of Erbil resident)
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pleasure. During the recent Eid holiday,

more than 200,000 Arab Iraqis visited

the region.371

Unlike in the rest of Iraq, electricity

is readily available in the Kurdistan

Region. On August 20, 2011, it became

the first part of Iraq to provide 24-hour

power, drawing its supply from its own

grid, separate and distinct from the

Baghdad-administered national grid.

The region produces enough electric-

ity indigenously to export power to

Tameem (Kirkuk) province, greatly

enhancing the availability of power

there since earlier this year.

A significant portion of investment

in the region involves its burgeoning hy-

drocarbon sector. To date, the Kurdistan

Regional Government (KRG) has entered

intomore than 40 contracts with inter-

national oil and gas firms. In September,

the KRGmade the complete text ofmost

of these contracts publicly available in

English. Complementing this effort at

enhancing governmental transparency,

September also saw the Iraqi Kurdistan

Parliament (IKP) pass an anticorruption

law, establishing a new agency with broad

authority to combat public corruption.

While this winter’s protests in Sulay-

maniyah City underscored the economic,

political, and social challenges the region

still confronts, the KRGhasmade signifi-

cant progress over the past two decades,

transforming what was once a rural

hinterland into an international invest-

ment hub.

Background
Home to the Citadel of Erbil—argu-

ably one of the longest continuously

inhabited places on Earth—the region

comprises the northern provinces of Da-

huk, Erbil, and Sulaymaniyah. It shares

mountainous borders with Syria, Turkey,

and Iran—countries containing sizable

Kurdish populations that are often at

odds with their respective governments.

Although traditionally agricultural in

orientation, more than 70% of the Kurd-

istan Region’s residents currently reside

in urban areas. Most of the region’s

inhabitants are ethnically Kurdish—a

non-Arab people who speak an Indo-

European language. However, a sub-

stantial number of non-Kurds also live

there, including Arabs, Turkmen, and

Assyrians. Religiously, most residents are

SunniMuslims, but adherents to other

faiths are also present, including Feyli

(Shia) Kurds, Yazidis, Christians (includ-

ingmany refugees from elsewhere in

Iraq), and several smaller sects, such

as the Yarsan and the Alevis. Kurd-

ish—one of Iraq’s two official languages

along with Arabic—is the region’s lingua

franca. And while Arabic is still widely

spoken in the region, its use appears

to be in decline, prompting concerns

about whether linguistic bifurcation will

exacerbate the already extant ethnic and

political centrifugal forces influencing

the region’s relations with the Govern-

ment of Iraq (GOI) in Baghdad.372

The Kurds in Modern Iraq
After the post-WorldWar I partition of

theOttoman domains, the Kurds of Iraq

found themselves under the Baghdad-

based rule of the British Empire.Their

nationalist ambitions frustrated, the

Kurds soon undertook a series of unsuc-

cessful rebellions against the British and

their Arab proxies. During this time,

SheikMahmoud Barzinji emerged as a

vocal supporter of Kurdish autonomy.

Hewas supported by

the prominent Barzani

clan, members of

whichwent on to found

the KurdistanDemo-

cratic Party (KDP).

Throughout the 1960s,

the KDP and its allies

fought the government

of SaddamHussein to

a standstill, winning

several significantmili-

tary victories. After a short-lived peace,

renewed fighting broke out between

the Kurdish guerillas and the Baghdad

government in the late 1970s.373

With the advent of the Iran-IraqWar

in 1980, the Ba’athist regime in Baghdad

ramped up its oppression of the Kurds. As

part of its notoriousAl-Anfal campaign

in the late 1980s, Ba’athist forces conduct-

ed a campaign of genocide against Iraq’s

Kurdish population, employing tactics

such asmass deportations, indiscrimi-

nate aerial bombardment, and the use

of chemicalmunitions against civilian

populations. Approximately 182,000

Kurds perished during thismultiphase,

multiyear campaign, and 90%of Kurdish

villages (about 4,500 out of 5,000) were

destroyed. In a related act of genocide,

Iraqi forces used chemical weapons on the

Kurdish town ofHalabja inMarch 1988,

killing several thousand civilians.374

InMarch 1991, with the Ba’athist

regime seemingly about to fall after

the U.S.-led liberation of Kuwait, the

Kurds again rose up against Saddam

Sheik Mahmoud
Barzinji, leader
of Kurdish revolts
against British
rule in the early
twentieth century.
(KRG photo)

Erbil City. (KRG photo)

The Citadel. (KRG photo)
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Hussein, only to see their revolt crushed

with dispatch. In the wake of this failed

uprising, the United States and its allies

established a “No-Fly Zone” over north-

ern Iraq and airliftedmassive amounts

of humanitarian aid to Kurdish refugees

sheltering in themountains near the

Turkish border. After some additional

fighting betweenKurdish and Iraqi forces

during the summer and fall of 1991, a

line of separation was eventually estab-

lished between the two sides by October,

with the Iraqi Army to the south and

Kurdish forces to the north. Known as

the “Green Line,” this unofficial dividing

line running fromDahuk’s border with

Syria in the northwest to Diyala’s border

with Iran in the southeast marked the de

facto boundary between the Kurdistan

Region and the rest of Iraq from 1991

until 2003. Figure K.1 shows the Green

Line and the disputed territories lying

south and west of it that are also claimed

by the KRG.375

Enjoying a precarious autonomy from

Ba’athist-controlled Iraq, the Kurdis-

tan Region held its first parliamentary

elections in 1992, leaving theKurdistan

National Assembly evenly divided be-

tween theKDP and its dissident offshoot,

the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK).

Subsequently, the first KRG cabinet

was formed on July 4, 1992. Later in the

decade, the KDP and PUK fought an

inconclusive civil war that endedwith a

U.S.-brokered peace agreement in 1998.376

During the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in

2003, Kurdish units worked closely with

U.S. special forces and airborne troops,

helping to liberate several cities south of

the Green Line, including Kirkuk and

Mosul. Kurdish forces also played a key

role in eliminating the headquarters of

the al-Qaeda-linked terrorist organiza-

tion Ansar al-Islam. Figure K.2 presents

some of themajor events in the recent

history of the Iraqi Kurds.377

The Provinces of the Kurdistan Region
Sulaymaniyah, the largest of the Kurd-

istan Region’s three provinces, has a

population of about 1.8 million people.

Its unemployment rate, estimated at

about 12%, is below the national aver-

age, but sharply higher among females

of working age. Heavily urbanized, a

majority of the province’s residents live

in Sulaymaniyah district, which is home

to an international airport fromwhich

commercial flights to Europe have oper-

ated since 2005. Outside of Sulaymani-

yah district, illiteracy is widespread,

and access to some public services is

erratic. For example, in themountainous

districts of Penjwin and Pshdar, which

border Iran, the UN estimates that more

than 35% of people over the age of 10

are illiterate. Similarly, in the neighbor-

ing district of Sharbazher, about 33% of

people over the age of 10 are illiterate.378

Northwest of Sulaymaniyah lies

Erbil province, home to the capital of

the Kurdistan Region, Erbil City.With

Figure K.2

The Kurds in Iraq: Significant Modern Events, 1970–2010

1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s
1970
· Iraqi government and
Kurdish parties forge a peace
accord that grants Kurds
autonomyand recognizes
Kurdish as an official
language.

1971
· Relations between the Kurds
and the Iraqi government
deteriorate;Mustafa Barzani
appeals to theUnited States
for aid.

1974
· The KurdistanDemocratic
Party (KDP) rejects an accord
with Baghdadbecause it
calls for Kirkuk oilfields to be
under Baghdad’s control;
KDP calls for rebellion.

1975
· Algiers Accord between Iran
and Iraq ends Iranian
support for the Kurdish
uprising,which collapses.

· JalalTalabani, a former
leadingmember of the KDP,
establishes the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan (PUK).

1978
· Armed clashes betweenKDP
andPUK forces leavemany
dead.

1979
·Mustafa Barzani dies. His son,
Masoud, takes over the KDP.

1980
· Iraq invades Iran; KDPworks
closelywith Iran.

1983
· Iranian-KDP joint operation
takes key towns in northern
Iraq; Saddamkills several
thousandKurds fromKDP
areas in retribution.

1986
· Under Iranian auspices, the
KDP andPUK reconcile,
both receive Iranian support.

1987
· KDP, PUK, andother Kurdish
factions join together in the
Kurdistan Front.

1988
· Iraqi forces launch the
"Al-Anfal Campaign" against
the Kurds; tens of thousands
of Kurdish civilians and
fighters are killed.

· March 16
Several thousandKurdish
civilians die in an Iraqi poison
gas attack on the townof
Halabja near the Iranian
border.

1991
· March
In thewake of theU.S.-led
coalition’s expulsion of
Saddam fromKuwait, a
broad-basedKurdish and
Shia uprising ensues, but is
eventually crushed.

· March–April
Approximately 1.5million
Kurds fleebefore the Iraqi
counterattack, butTurkey
closes the border, forcing
hundreds of thousands to
seek refuge in the
mountains.

· April
U.S-led coalition establishes
a safe haven in northern Iraq.

· July
Kurdish forces seize Erbil and
Sulaymaniyah.

· October
Renewedfightingbetween
Kurdish forces and the Iraqi
government breaks out.

1992
· May
Elections held in areas under
Kurdish control. KDP and
PUK split the vote.

1994
· May
Clashes betweenKDP and
PUKerupt into civil war.

1996
· August
Barzani appeals to Saddam
Hussein for assistance in his
warwith the PUK.

· Fall
Extensive fightingbetween
PUK andKDP forces.

1997
· January
PUK announces a new
government in the recently
retaken city of Sulaymaniyah.

1998
· Talabani andBarzani sign a
peace agreement in
Washington, but
government of the region
remains split.

2002
· PUK andKDP increase
collaboration in anticipation
of U.S.-ledmilitary action.

2003
· March–April
U.S. andKurdish forces seize
control of northern Iraq.

2004
· February 1
Bombings of Kurdish political
parties’offices in Erbil kill
more than 50.

2005
· January
Kurdish bloc finishes second
in Iraqi parliamentary
elections,winning 77 seats.

· April
Talabani elected interim Iraqi
president.

· May
About 50police recruits
killed in suicide bombing in
Erbil.

· June
Barzani becomes president
of autonomous Kurdistan
Region.

2007
· May
TheU.S.-ledmultinational
coalition returns
responsibility for security in
the three provinces of the
Kurdistan Region to Kurdish
control.

· August
Approximately 300people
killed inmultiple bomb
attacks onYazidis living in
northern Iraq.

2009
· June
KRGbegins exporting oil
from twofields toTurkey.

· July
Barzani re-elected KRG
president, but newly
establishedChange (Goran)
Listwins 25 (of 111) seats in
KRGparliament.

· October
Oil exports halted due to
political differenceswith
Baghdad.
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a population of about 1.7 million, the

province is slightly less populous than

Sulaymaniyah. Like its neighbor to the

southeast, about three-quarters of Erbil’s

residents live in towns or cities, with

about 59% residing in Erbil district. Only

about 6% of the province’s population is

employed in the agricultural sector, and

unemployment in the countryside is a

serious problem, with about one-fourth

of the rural population unemployed. To

generate employment and to alleviate

food insecurity, local officials are en-

deavoring to improve agriculture in the

province by increasing access to credit

andmodernizing farming techniques.

However, the province’s less-populated

rural districts continue to lack access

to basic services. According to the UN,

most households in Shaqlawah, Cho-

man, andMergasur districts (north

of Erbil City) are not connected to the

water network.379

Both in land area and in the size of its

population (about 1.2million people),

Dahuk is the region’s smallest province.

While less than 30% of the province’s

residents live in rural areas, its farm-

ers often face both droughts and flash

floods. Heavilymountainous, Dahuk’s

hard-to-monitor border with Turkey

is frequently crossed by smugglers,

anti-Turkish Kurdish rebels, and Turk-

ishmilitary forces engaged in punitive

expeditions. Despite these occasional

outbreaks of localized violence, the

province—like the Kurdistan Region as

a whole—has remained largely peaceful

since 2003.380

Governance
The Iraqi Constitution

accords the Kurdistan

Region with substan-

tial autonomy as to the

conduct of its internal

affairs, including

the right to exercise

certain executive,

legislative, and judicial

authorities within

its borders.381 Day-to-day governance

matters are administered by the region’s

ministries and the three provincial gov-

ernments.While natural tensions exist

between the KRG andGOI over the pre-

cise limits of these powers, KRG officials

with whom SIGIRmet in late Septem-

ber emphasized that such tensions are

inherent in any federal system and that

while most Kurds feel a strong sense of

national pride, the KRG is committed to

a future as part of the Iraqi state.

The IKP possesses the power to pass

laws governing a wide variety of issues,

including: security, economics, health,

education, natural resources, agricul-

ture, housing, trade, and transporta-

tion. Under the broad provisions set

forth in Article 114 of the Iraqi Consti-

tution, a region such as the KRG, shares

legislative power with the GOI regard-

ing customs, electricity, general plan-

ning, and water resources.382 But accord-

ing to the official KRGwebsite, priority

is given to KRG laws.383 Moreover, under

Article 121 of the Iraqi Constitution,

the IKP has the right to amend national

legislation that falls outside of the GOI’s

exclusive powers.384

Kurdistan Regional
Government Elections

On July 25, 2009, the Kurdistan Region

held elections for the second time since

2003, choosing a president and all 111

members of the IKP. Turnout was high:

about 78% of the 2.5 million eligible

voters cast ballots at more than 5,400

polling stations. In the presidential elec-

tions, the status quo prevailed, as voters

elected incumbent presidentMasoud

Barzani of the KDP to another term in

office. He garnered about 70% of the vote

against four other candidates. Opposi-

tion parties fared better in the list-based

parliamentary elections, dramatically

Cemetery in Halabja. (KRG photo)

Delal Bridge near Zakho. (KRG photo)

Houses of worship in the Kurdistan Region. (KRG photo)

KRG Prime Minister
Barham Salih.
(KRG photo)
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reducing the size of the ruling the KDP-

PUK coalition’s majority.The Kurdistani

List—the formal name for the KDP-PUK

alliance—captured 57% of the vote

and 59 seats, down from the 100 seats

it previously held.The Change List (or

“Goran” in Kurdish) List, led by a former

high-ranking PUK official, won 24%

of the vote and 25 parliamentary seats.

Another opposition grouping, the Re-

form and Services List, won 12% of the

vote and 13 seats. Under the Kurdistan

Region’s constitution, the remaining 11

seats were allocated among ethnic and

religious minorities—6 for Christians

and 5 for Turkmen.The newly elected

IKP chose the PUK’s Barham Salih as

the KRG’s new primeminister in the fall

of 2009. Figure K.3 compares the 2005

KRG parliamentary election results to

the 2009 outcomes.385

IKP Legislation
This quarter, the IKP passed an anti-

domestic violence law that banned,

among other practices, female genital

mutilation and forcedmarriage.The IKP

also recently passed a statute establish-

ing the KRGCommission on Public

Integrity (KRGCPI).TheKRGCPI will

be the region’s primary anticorruption

agency, filling a gap in anticorruption

enforcement that has existed since 2003

due to the inability of the Baghdad-based

Commission of Integrity to operate in the

region. For a detailed analysis of the KRG

CPI, see the Rule of Law subsection of

this report.386

Other significantmeasures passed by

the IKP since 2005 include:387

• an investment law that exempts for-

eign companies from tax and import

duties for 10 years and allows them to

own land

• a regional oil and gas law

• a law increasing the prison sentences

for persons convicted of committing

honor killings

• a law placing strict limits on polygamy

Kurdish Representation in Baghdad
Kurdish parties won 57 seats in theGOI’s

March 2010Council of Representatives

(CoR) elections, giving them control of

about 17.5% of the 325-person national

parliament.TheKDP-PUKKurdistani

Alliance (KA) list won 43 of these seats,

with the Change List winning 8, and

smaller parties winning the remaining 6

seats. For a time, all Kurdish parliamen-

tarians in Baghdad stood together as part

of a de facto pan-Kurdish front in the

CoR. InOctober 2010, however, the eight

Change List representatives withdrew

from this alliance because of differences

with the KAover governance issues.

Thus, the KA and its smaller allies now

effectively control about 49 seats, or 15.1%

of the current CoR—down from the 58

seats (21%) they and their allies controlled

in the previous 275-member CoR.388

In addition to thenational presidency—

held by PUK elder statesman Jalal Tala-

bani—Kurdish politicians control one

of two deputy speaker posts in the CoR,

the position of Deputy PrimeMinister

for Economic Affairs, and theMinistries

of Foreign Affairs, Trade, Health, and

Displacement andMigration.389

Kurdish politicians have also played

a crucial role in facilitating negotiations

among disputatious political blocs in

Baghdad.Most notably, last year’s Erbil

Agreement, brokered byKRGPresident

Barzani, led to the formation of the cur-

rent government. In exchange for lending

their support to the new coalition, the

KRG President Barzani confers with Kurdish political leaders about ongoing negotiations with the GOI. (KRG photo)

Figure K.3

KRG/Iraqi Kurdistan Parliament Election Results, 2005 vs. 2009

Sources: GOI, “KRG FInal Election Results 2005” and “KRG FInal Election Results 2009,” www.ihec.iq, accessed 10/14/2009.

KDP-PUK Coalition
(and its allies)

100 seats

KDP-PUK Coalition
(and its allies)

59 seats Change
List
25 seats

Reform and
Services List
13 seats

Christians
6 seats

Turkmen
5 seats

Others
3 seats
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KRGmaintains that PrimeMinisterNuri

al-Maliki’s governmentmust adhere to a

list of 19 demands presented to theGOI

late last year, including integrating the

Kurdish security forces into the Iraqi

Security Forces (ISF) and conducting

a census and referendum to determine

control of several disputed territories.390

Disputed Territories
TheKurdistan Region’s unsettled south-

ern boundaries touch the volatile and

ethnically diverse provinces of Ninewa,

Tameem, andDiyala. In the chaotic

aftermath of Saddam’s downfall, Kurdish

forces surged south and southwest of the

Green Line, staking their claims to ter-

ritories in these provinces—claims that

were and are steadfastly opposed by the

GOI.Whilemany of these areas are pop-

ulated predominantly by Kurds, the KRG

also established de facto control over

territories with substantial numbers of

Arabs and Turkmen. Further complicat-

ing the situation, significant oil and gas

fields lie beneath some of thesemarch-

lands—particularly in Tameem province

near the city of Kirkuk, widely referred

to by Kurds as the “Kurdish Jerusalem.”

As themap in Figure K.1 illustrates, the

KRG claims the entirety of Tameem

province, large swathes of Ninewa and

Diyala, and small but significant portions

of the Sunni province of Salah Al-Din

and the Shia province ofWassit. Taken

together, this combustiblemix of ethnici-

ties, territorial disputes, and potentially

vast hydrocarbonwealth lies at the heart

of the unresolved disputes between the

KRG andGOI.391

Article 140 of the Iraqi Constitution
Article 140 of the Iraqi Constitution

defines amechanism for resolving the

status of the disputed territories. It calls

for a census and referendum to take

place as part of a process to determine

which disputed territories will fall under

the jurisdiction of the KRG.Originally

scheduled to take place by the end of

2007, both the census and the referen-

dumhave been indefinitely postponed

out of concerns that they could exacer-

bate an already tense situation and spark

ethnic conflagrations across northern

Iraq. As one advisor to PrimeMinis-

ter al-Maliki stated, implementing the

Article 140 process now “would cause an

explosion in all of Iraq.”392

A census could be particularly

problematic in Kirkuk, where Arab and

Turkmen leaders are concerned that a

census could show that a majority of its

residents are Kurds. Since 2003, large

numbers of Kurds have settled in Kirkuk

in what some non-Kurdish political

leaders describe as an intentional effort

to alter the city’s ethnic composition

ahead of a census, buttressing the KRG’s

claims both to the city and to the vast oil

fields beneath it. According to one recent

study, the KRG has also been encourag-

ing Kirkuk’s Kurdish residents to remain

there and not relocate to the Kurdistan

Region, therebymaintaining the largest

possible number of Kurdish residents in

the city. However, the results of the 2010

CoR elections in Tameem province were

inconclusive. Notwithstanding allega-

tions of fraud on the part of both Arab

and Kurdish political blocs, Kurdish par-

ties won only about 13,000more votes

than the combined total of Arab and

Turkmen parties.393

KRG Draft Constitution
In June 2009, the IKP voted over-

whelmingly to approve a draft KRG

Constitution for the region. Its most

controversial provisions pertain to

defining the region’s borders. The draft

version defines the Kurdistan Region

as comprising not just Dahuk, Erbil, and

Sulyamaniyah provinces—but also Ta-

meem province, including Kirkuk City,

as well as several districts and towns in

the disputed territories.

To become law, the KRGConstitu-

tionmust be approved by a region-wide

referendum, which was originally

scheduled for July 2009. Five days after

the IKP passed the draft version, about

50members of the CoR signed a petition

criticizing it as incompatible with the

Iraqi Constitution. Cognizant of the

potentially inflammatory nature of some

of its provisions, the KRG subsequently

decided to postpone a referendum on the

draft indefinitely.394

UN Mediation Efforts
UN-sponsored efforts to resolve these

disputes havemostly come to naught. In

2009, the UNAssistanceMission to Iraq

(UNAMI) presented to the key stake-

holders (but did not publicly release) a

report containing recommendations con-

cerning the disputed territories. To date,

no action has been taken on theUNAMI

recommendations, and the underlying

issues remain unresolved.395

Nascent Political Rapprochement?
Recent provincial elections outside the

region have altered the political land-

scape in northern Iraq, laying the foun-

dation for improved relations between

the KRG and the leaders of Ninewa

and Tameem provinces. InNinewa, the

current governor, Atheel al-Nujaifi, is a

Sunni Arab whose brother is the Speaker

of the CoR, and a political rival of the

primeminister. Likemany KRG leaders,

the al-Nujaifis have their differences

with the GOI PrimeMinister.Thus, the

governor has been amenable to reaching

compromises with the KRG on some is-

sues, including aMay 2010 agreement to

create ethnicallymixed internal security

forces inNinewa.396

The new governor of Tameem, Dr.

Najmaldin Karim, is a Kurd. Before

returning to Iraq, he spent years as a

practicing neurologist in the United

States and is one of the few Iraqi politi-

cians to advocate publicly a continued
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U.S. military presence in Iraq.397 While

his pro-Western orientation does not

obviate the fundamental Arab-Kurdish

tensions at play in the province, his

ascension to the governor’s office may

augur well for a lessening of tensions in

the disputed territories.

Security
The Peshmerga
Theregion’s external security force is

known as thePeshmerga (which translates

to “those who face death” inKurdish).

Numbering about 190,000men and

women, thePeshmerga are the lineal

descendants of the Kurdish fighters who

resisted British rule in the early twentieth

century. Although nominally under the

unified command of the KRGMinistry of

PeshmergaAffairs, thePeshmerga remain

deeply rooted in their origins as party-

basedmilitias for the KDP and PUK,

and efforts at unification below themost

senior levels havemet withmixed results.

More heavily armed than any other

indigenous force except the Iraqi Army

(IA), Peshmerga light infantry units are

supplemented by an array of heavier

weapons captured from the armed forces

of the Ba’athist regime or otherwise

acquired.These include a number of

archaic Soviet-built tanks, an eclectic

collection of artillery pieces, and a

significant number of other armored

vehicles of all types.398

Current plans call for the eventual

integration of some Peshmerga units into

the ISF. In April 2010, PrimeMinister

al-Maliki reportedly approved plans

to reduce the size of the Peshmerga to

approximately 100,000 fighters, pen-

sioning off the other 90,000 with funds

from the GOI budget. Of the remaining

100,000, 70% are supposed to remain

directly under KRG control as part of a

regional security force, while the other

30% are slated to join the IA as part of

four brigades that will be stationed in the

Kurdistan Region.399 As of October 2011,

however, these plans appear unlikely to

be implemented in the near future.

Other Kurdish Security Forces
Whereas the Peshmerga are externally

focused, theAsaesh (or security police)

are the KRG’s primary domestic law

enforcement force. Like the Peshmerga,

theAsaesh originated as party security

forces, and while current plans call for

themerger of the KDP and PUKAsaesh,

they continue to report to their respective

parties.Whether theAsaesh are eventu-

ally incorporated into the Iraqi Police

remains an open question.400

Other security organizations active in

the Kurdistan Region include:401

• the police (both KDP and PUK)

• the paramilitary Zervani, a gendar-

merie force created by the KDP but

operating under the authority of

the KRG

• the Parastin, the KDP’s intelligence

service

• the Zanyari, the PUK’s intelligence

service

• theHawalgeri, the now-unified

military-intelligence arm of the KRG

One of themain points of contention be-

tween the KRG and the GOI remains the

operations of the Peshmerga and these

other Kurdish agencies in the disputed

territories below the Green Line.

Combined Security Mechanisms
In December 2009, PrimeMinister

al-Maliki and KRG President Barzani

approved the creation of a tripartite

security structure in the disputed territo-

ries involving U.S., ISF, and KRG troops

manning joint checkpoints and con-

ducting joint patrols.These Combined

SecurityMechanisms (CSMs) would be

active in 12 designated areas in Ninewa,

Tameem, and Diyala provinces, with the

objective of building trust between ISF

and KRG forces and increasing opera-

tional transparency. Most crucially, an

overarching joint-command structure

was established to oversee the program

and resolve any disputes that arose.

Commenting on the efficacy of the

CSMs earlier this year, U.S. Ambassador

to Iraq James Jeffrey stated that they

have been extraordinarily successful in

suppressing potential outbreaks of Arab-

Kurdish violence in northern Iraq.402

Kurdish security forces train with U.S. troops. (USF-I photo)

U.S., Kurdish, and ISF soldiers conduct a joint
patrol in Kirkuk in July 2011. (USF-I photo)
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In February 2011, the CSMs played a

role in defusing a potential crisis when

the KRGdeployed about 10,000 armed

fighters to Kirkuk City and areas to the

south andwest that previously had been

free of KRG forces. According to the

KRG, these units weremoved there to

protect Kurdish residents from potential

violence arising from the demonstra-

tions that swept Iraq in February and

March. Averting a potentially incendi-

ary incident, the IA’s 12thDivision—its

main presence in the area—remained in

its cantonments and did not oppose the

Kurdishmove. After high-level negotia-

tions among theUnited States, the KRG,

and the GOI, the Kurdish forces eventu-

ally redeployed to their original posts

later in the spring.403

U.S. Troops End Permanent
Presence at Checkpoints

In late September 2011, Major General

David Perkins, the commanding general

of the U.S. 4th Infantry Division (4th

ID) in northern Iraq, stated that there

are no longer any U.S. forces stationed

“on any of those [CSM] checkpoints

permanently as we did before.” Gen-

eral Perkins said that Iraqi forces now

administered the checkpoints without a

U.S. military presence, remarking that

this transition was the culmination of

an 18-month process. General Perkins

added that he expects the United States

to continue to play a mediating role in

the disputed territories, but at a more

senior level and without significant

numbers of U.S. soldiers. The remain-

ing 4th ID troops in the north were to

withdraw completely from Iraq by the

end of October. For an overview of the

ongoing USF-I drawdown, see the Secu-

rity subsection of this Report.404

Turkish and Iranian Incursions
Commonly referred to as theworld’s

largest nationwithout a state, Kurds

represent a significantminority in several

neighboring countries, including Turkey

and Iran.There, active Kurdish insurgen-

cies aremilitantly agitating for increased

autonomy fromAnkara andTehran.

The leftist KurdistanWorkers’ Party

(more commonly known by its Kurdish

acronym, PKK) has waged a decades-

long battle against Turkish rule, often

crossing the border into northern Iraq’s

mountains to reconstitute and resupply

its forces. Similarly, the Party of Free Life

of Kurdistan (also known by its Kurdish

acronym, PJAK)wages an insurgent cam-

paign in the northwestern provinces of

Iran. To combat these groups, the Turkish

and Iranian armed forces regularly stage

cross-border air and ground raids into

northern Iraq—actions that are con-

demned byKRGofficials. Representative

incidents this quarter included:405

• Late July-early August. Iranian shell-

ing along the border killed at least

three Kurdish civilians.

• Mid-August.Turkey launched air

raids against PKK positions in north-

ern Iraq after a PKK ambush killed

several Turkish soldiers.

• September 5. Iranian shelling in

northern Erbil wounded at least

two civilians.

• September 13. Iranian artillery fire

killed one civilian in Erbil province.

• Late September.Turkey launched air

raids against suspected PKK positions.

• Mid-October.Turkish forces launch

retaliatory strikes across the Iraqi

border after a series of PKK attacks on

Turkish troops.

The International Organization forMi-

gration announced that at least 884 fami-

lies had been displaced along the border

between Erbil province and Iran because

of Iranian shelling.These refugees are be-

ing temporarily housed in camps that lack

electricity and rely on polluted nearby

streams as their source of water.

TheKRG is reluctant to become

entangled in the current violence.This

quarter, theMinister of PeshmergaAf-

fairs stated that the KRG does not plan

to interferemilitarily with Iranian and

Turkish operations, while expressing his

hope that the conflicts could be resolved

diplomatically.406

Economy
As the northern “Gateway to Iraq,” the

Kurdistan Region is home tomany

international firms hesitant to establish

a presence elsewhere in the country. But

with little domestic industry of its own

and a struggling agricultural sector,

the region relies heavily on imported

goods and extra-regional commercial

relationships. KRG officials estimate that

it imports most items from outside the

region, including food andmanufac-

tured goods.407

Investment and Trade
Attracted by the region’s security and

relative political stability, compa-

nies both foreign and domestic have

invested substantially in the Kurdistan

Region.The KRG Investment Law of

2006 provides several lucrative incen-

tives for foreign investors. Foremost

among them are:408

• the ability to own 100% of land and

project capital

• an exemption from duties on equip-

ment imports

• a 10-year tax holiday

• a five-year tax-free window on raw

materials

As Table K.1 shows, Iraqis, both Kurd

andArab, are the leading investors in the

region, committingmore than $12 billion

to licensed projects there since August

2006.The housing sector leads with the

greatest number of projects (at least 104),

followed by industry and trade.409

Table K.2 summarizes investment ac-

tivity by sector and province fromAugust

2006 to September 2011, while Figure K.4
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aggregates the investment by province,

showing thatmost investment funds flow

to Erbil province.

Lebanese andTurkish companies rep-

resent themost significant foreign inves-

tors in the region.Major Turkish-funded

projects include several housing devel-

opments and industrial facilities.The

hospitality industry is also thriving, with

Marriott andHilton breaking ground on

projects and the Lebanese-ownedRotana

Hotel providing a viable, high-end option

for visitors. Table K.3 shows some of the

largest internationally funded projects in

the region since 2009.410

Turkey is also one of the Kurdistan

Region’s largest trading partners, with

at least $5 billion—and possibly as

much as $9 billion—in annual trade

between the two.The KRG estimates

that about 60% of the foreign compa-

nies operating in the region are Turkish,

as are about 80% of the goods con-

sumed in the region. In Erbil province

alone, more than 740 Turkish compa-

nies maintain a presence. U.S. compa-

nies, though, are largely absent. More

than 500 companies from around the

world attended a recent trade fair held

in Erbil, but, according to an official

stationed at the U.S. Consulate, not a

single U.S. firm was present.411

Table K.1

Investment in the Kurdistan

Region, 8/2006–9/2011

$ US

Investors’

Nationality

Total Capital

Investment Percentage

Iraq 12,933,992,263 81.36

Lebanon 774,625,619 4.87

Turkey 702,801,530 4.42

Joint ventures
between Iraqi
and foreign
firms

694,494,847 4.37

Egypt 350,000,000 2.20

United
Kingdom 214,403,975 1.35

United States 99,036,925 0.62

New Zealand 98,189,850 0.62

Sweden 13,500,000 0.08

Germany 9,600,000 0.06

Franco-
Lebanese 7,082,207 0.04

Note: Reflects KRG data on projects “under
implementation.” Joint venture partners include
Canada, the UAE, Germany, Iran, Kuwait, Mauritius,
South Africa, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
the United States, and Spain.

Source: Kurdistan Region Investment Board, “List of
Licensed Projects in Kurdistan Region,” 9/19/2011, p.
33, www.kurdistaninvestment.org/docs/licensed_
projects.pdf, accessed 9/25/2011.

Sector Province # of Projects

Agriculture Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Sulaymaniyah/Erbil

Art Erbil

Banks Erbil

Communication Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Education Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Health Dahuk

Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Housing Dahuk

Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Industry Dahuk

Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Service Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Sports Dahuk

Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Tourism Dahuk

Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

Trading Dahuk

Erbil

Sulaymaniyah

15

1

1

2

2

2

3
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1

3

16

1

18

61

25

15

33

24

2

1

2

1

1

13

28

7

5

22

28

Number of Licensed Projects under Implementation, by Sector

and Province, 8/1/2006–9/19/2011

Table K.2

Source: Kurdistan Region Investment Board, “List of Licensed Projects in Kurdistan Region,” 9/19/2011, p. 37,
www.kurdistaninvestment.org/docs/licensed_projects.pdf, accessed 9/25/2011.
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Kurdistan Region: Investment by

Province, 8/1/2006−9/19/2011

$ Billions

Note: Data reflects licensed projects being implemented.
About $150 million in projects involve both Sulaymaniyah
and Erbil provinces.

Source: Kurdistan Region Investment Board, “List of Licensed
Projects in Kurdistan Region,” 9/19/2011, p. 38,
www.kurdistaninvestment.org/docs/licensed_projects.pdf,
accessed9/25/2011.
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Notwithstanding the favorable

economic climate there, the region is

adversely affected bymany of the factors

inhibiting investment elsewhere in Iraq.

Inmeetings with SIGIR this September,

Kurdish business leaders cited the follow-

ing factors as limitations on investment

in the region:412

• the perception among some

international companies that the

violence afflicting other parts of Iraq

also affects the Kurdistan Region

• onerousmonetary regulations

imposed by the Central Bank of

Iraq, which causesmany citizens to

conduct their transactions using the

traditional, informal hawala system

formovingmoney

• difficulty in obtaining credit and

insurance

• an opaque and overly complicated

tax structure

• the absence of a central credit bureau

• corruption

• weak oversight institutions

According to themost recent KRG

statistics for 2011, investment to date

this year is lagging behind the pace seen

in previous years. As of September 30,

the KRG reports that $1.05 billion has

been invested in the region during the

first ninemonths of 2011, on track to be

significantly below the levels reported in

2007 ($3.96 billion), 2009 ($3.92 billion),

and 2010 ($4.76 billion).413 Commenting

on this decline, the head of the Kurdis-

tan Region Investment Commission’s

research unit attributed it to market

uncertainty about the future of the

Middle East in the wake of recent re-

gional and global political and economic

disturbances.414

Air Links to the Outside World
TheKurdistan Region has international

airports in Erbil and Sulaymaniyah,

with direct flights to and from Europe

and the Middle East. Erbil International

Airport has expanded considerably in

recent years, adding a new terminal in

2010. International airlines flying to

the region include Austrian Airlines,

Lufthansa, Royal Jordanian, Gulf Air,

andMiddle East Airlines.The U.S. Fed-

eral Aviation Administration, however,

prohibits U.S. carriers from flying to the

Kurdistan Region because of concerns

about the security situation, imposing

on it the same ban it imposes on U.S.

commercial aviation flights to the rest

of Iraq.415 And while DoS continues to

warn U.S. tourists to avoid all of Iraq,

the British Foreign and Commonwealth

Office makes an exception for the

Kurdistan Region, stating that the risk

of terrorism in the region is markedly

lower than in other parts of Iraq.416

Table K.3

Significant Foreign Investment in the Kurdistan Region, 2009–2011

$ Billions

Country Project

Approximate

Value Status

UAE, Austria, and Hungary

Develop natural gas infrastructure 8.00 In progress

South Korea

Develop Sangaw South and Bazian
hydrocarbon fields 2.10 In progress

Jordan/Italy

Construct smelter and steel plant
near Chamchamal 1.10 Deal signed

South Korea

Build power plant in Erbil and
exchange board in Sulaymaniyah 0.60 In progress

Turkey

Construct housing complex
in Dahuk 0.50 In progress

Turkey

Construct housing units in Erbil 0.05 In progress

Egypt

Construct housing complex in Erbil 0.20 In progress

South Korea

Purchase stake in three oil fields
from Generl Enerji 0.18 Deal signed

Turkey/Luxembourg

Construct new steel mill near
Sulaymaniyah 0.13 Deal signed

Turkey

Build luxury hotel in Erbil 0.12 Deal signed

Note: Approximate value and current status is based on best-available public information and may have changed
prior to publication.

Source: SIGIR analysis of open source Arabic- and English-language documents, 2009–2011.

The Rotana Hotel Management Corporation opened
a 201-room hotel in Erbil this quarter. (Rotana Hotel
Management Corp. photo)
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Funding Government Operations
TheKRG receives 17% of the annual

GOI budget to fund its operations, in-

cluding paying salaries and providing

services. But 5%–6% is deducted from

this amount to pay for services provided

to the region by the GOI, netting the

KRG about 11%–12% of the national

budget to allocate to its ministries.417The

17% figure is somewhat arbitrary, how-

ever, since it is based on a 1990s estimate

of the Kurdistan Region’s population

made for the purposes of the UNOil

for Food program.Without a census,

it is impossible to measure accurately

the region’s population and, hence, the

amount that should be appropriated to it

under the GOI budget.418

Oil and Gas
Inextricably intertwined with disputes

between the KRG andGOI over land,

federalism, and ethnicity—and, to a

degree, driving them—is the unresolved

question of who owns the oil and gas de-

posits lying underneath both the Kurd-

istan Region and the disputed territories.

At the heart of the issue are differing

interpretations of the Iraqi Constitution.

The KRG argues that the Constitution

gives it ownership of the oil and gas

deposits in the region and allows it to

manage them on terms it deems appro-

priate.419 Conversely, the GOI contends

that the Iraqi people as a whole—and,

hence, the GOI—are the sole owners of

all hydrocarbon resources.420

This quarter, the CoR and the Council

ofMinisters (COM), which is led by

PrimeMinister al-Maliki, each pro-

duced new draft hydrocarbon laws. In

commenting on these bills during his

Septembermeeting with SIGIR, the KRG

Minister of Natural Resources stated that

while the CoR draft needs amending,

the COMversion “is non-constitutional

[and] sets out to divide Iraq.”421 For

more on the status of these bills, see the

Economy section of this report.

The stakes in this contest are consider-

able. Since 2005, 73% of oil exploration

wells in the region have been successful.

According to KRG estimates, the region

has potential reserves of 45 billion barrels

of oil and about 100–200 trillion cubic

feet of natural gas.422 For purposes of

comparison, theMinistry of Oil esti-

mates that Iraq as a whole has at least

143 billion barrels of proved oil reserves

and approximately 112 trillion cubic feet

of gas reserves.423

KRG production-sharing contracts
Acting on its interpretation of the Iraqi

Constitution and the Kurdistan Region

Oil and Gas Law, the KRG has issued

more than 40 production-sharing con-

tracts with international oil companies.

Production-sharing contracts differ

fundamentally from the technical-

services contracts entered into by the

GOI, in that such contracts provide

oil companies with potentially much

greater monetary rewards. According to

the KRG, the standard royalty payment

for production sharing is currently set

at 10%, while contractor costs are only

recovered from a dedicated portion of

the extracted oil (capped at 40%). But

the royalty and cost-recovery struc-

tures are more flexible with certain

fields where operations are deemed to

carry greater risks for the company.

Technical-services contracts, on the

other hand, give companies fixed pay-

ments for their services, limiting the

remunerative value of such pacts. As

of October 2011, firms operating in the

Kurdistan Region under production-

sharing contracts include companies

from Turkey, South Korea, Canada, and

the United States.424

With some notable exceptions, most of

the U.S. firms operating in the Kurdistan

Region are small. Major U.S. oil compa-

nies with interests in the rest of Iraq have

been reluctant to venture into the region

because of concerns over being black-

listed by the GOI. Illustrating the validity

of these concerns, the GOI barredHess

Corporation from participating in its

upcoming fourth licensing round report-

edly because of its contracts with the

KRG. Table K.5 lists some of themajor

firms operating in the Kurdistan Region,

as of September 30, 2011, and the number

of licenses they possess.425

As the KRG has grownmore experi-

enced in negotiating with international

firms, it has begun to tailor the terms of

individual production-sharing contracts,

Table K.4

Comparison of Kurdistan Regional Government’s Rights in Two Production-sharing Contracts

Operator Gulf Keystone (11/6/2007) Gulf Keystone (7/16/2009)

Field Shaikan Sheikh Adi

KRG participation Can opt in until 180 days after the date of first commercial
discovery (choice of 5−20% interest)

KRG is 20% owner from day one; contractor pays all
operational costs

Petroleum costs KRG pays its share of petroleum costs from the date of the
first commercial discovery

Contractor entities pay KRG share of all petroleum costs; KRG
pays its share of production bonuses

Third-party Interest KRG can transfer a new interest (which reduces existing
holdings, except for the KRG’s interest, proportionally) of
5−15% to a third party

KRG has no right to nominate a new third party

Source: SIGIR analysis of Dunia Frontier Consultants, “DFC Iraq Market Tracker: PSC Comparison—DNO/Tawke and Gulf Keystone/Shaikan and Sheikh Adi,” 10/3/2011.
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customizing them to fit the circum-

stances. According to one analysis of

recently published contracts, the KRG

has grown in sophistication over time,

learning which terms are relatively more

important tomaximizing their position,

which can be left as standard boilerplate

language, and which can be dropped

in their entirety. For example, in some

earlier production-sharing agreements,

the KRG had to affirmatively opt into the

deal, whereas in later contracts, the KRG

held a stake from day one. In short, they

have learned by doing. Table K.4 sum-

marizes the key features of two pro-

duction-sharing contracts, illustrating

how the KRG has learned to improve its

position and lessen its risk over time.426

For years, some GOI officials have

attacked the KRG’s PSCs as non-trans-

parent and illegitimate.427 To counter

this argument, on September 20, 2011,

the KRG released the complete text

of all production-sharing contracts

that it has signed with international

firms (available on the KRG website:

www.krg.org).428 This maneuver had

the added beneficial effect of helping

to bring the KRG into greater compli-

ance with aspects of the International

Extractive Industry Transparency

Initiative, which sets global standards

for transparency in the oil, gas, and

mining industries.429

Kurdistan Region Oil Production and Exports
On February 2, 2011, the KRG began

exporting oil again for the first time

since October 2009, after reaching an

interim accord with the GOIMinistry

of Oil about the terms under which

companies can operate in the region.430

In recent months, daily exports from

the region through the Kirkuk-Ceyhan

pipeline fluctuated widely, sometimes

topping out in excess of 100,000 barrels

per day (BPD).431 KRG officials aim

to increase their export capacity to

200,000 BPD by the end of 2011.432

Table K.5

International Oil and Gas Companies Operating in the Kurdistan

Region, as of 9/30/2011

Country Block Operator Licenses

Turkey Genel Energy 8

PETOIL 4

South Korea KNOC 5

SK Energy 1

KEPCO 1

GS Holding 1

Samchully 1

Daesung Group 1

Majuko 1

UI Energy 1

Austria OMV 4

United Kingdom Gulf Keystone Petroleum, Ltd. 4

Sterling Energy 1

Canada Talisman Energy 3

Shamaran Petroleum Corp. 3

Forbes and Manhattan 2

Western Zagros 1

Vast Exploration Inc. 1

Longford Energy 1

Groundstar 1

Niko Resources 1

Heritage 1

Norway DNO International ASA 3

People's Republic of China SINOPEC 3

Australia Oil Search Limited 2

Hungary MOL 2

India Reliance 2

Moldova Komet Group 2

Turkey/United Kingdom Dogan Holding 2

United Arab Emirates Dana Gas 2

Crescent 2

United States Prime Natural Resources 2

Marathon Oil Co. 1

Murphy Oil Corp. 1

Hillwood 1

Texas Keystone 1

Aspect Energy 1

Hunt Oil Co. 1

France Perenco 1

Russia Norbest, Ltd. 1

Note: The Kurdistan National Oil Corporation also has one license. In late July, the Spanish firm Repsol also signed an
agreement with the KRG. In several cases, the designated “Block Operator” has one or more minority partners. These
partners are not listed in this table. In addition to the firms listed above, the U.S.-based Hess Corporation and the
Irish firm Petroceltic International entered into a production-sharing contract with the KRG in July 2011. In retaliation
for this, the GOI subsequently banned Hess from participating in its planned fourth licensing round for twelve new
exploration blocks in the rest of Iraq.

Source: Rabee Securities, “Iraq Monthly Oil Report - October 2011,” 9/30/2011, pp. 19−30.
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A Potential Gas Giant
Thebulk of the region’s electric power

comes from gas-fired plants, but recent

new discoveries have awakened the KRG

to the vast potential gains that could be

accrued bymonetizing its gas reserves.

According to the KRGMinister for

Natural Resources, as ofMarch 2011, new

discoveries totaledmore than 20 trillion

cubic feet, not including the previously

discovered reserves contained in the

KhorMor andChamchamal fields.The

Minister stated that these reserves first

would be used to fuel new electricity

plants to provide power for the Kurdistan

Region and the rest Iraq, but went on to

suggest that they would eventually enable

the region to export power to Turkey and

the rest of Europe, potentially providing

Iraq with a vast new revenue stream.433

Standard of Living
Quality of Life
While all three of the Kurdistan Region’s

provinces have poverty rates well

below the national average, a variety of

human-development challenges persist.

For example:434

• Water. In Dahuk city, 40% of the water

supply is lost due to old pipes and a

dilapidated distribution infrastructure.

• Sanitation.Approximately 20% of

Erbil province’s households use a

hole or similar means to dispose of

human waste.

• Female illiteracy.About one out

of every three women in Dahuk

and Erbil provinces are illiterate. In

Sulaymaniyah province, the female

illiteracy rate approaches 50% in eight

of the ten districts.

Table K.6 summarizes additional

quality-of-life indicators for the Kurdis-

tan Region.

Development Objectives
According to the KRGMinister of Plan-

ning, who is responsible for preparing

the annual investment budget, the re-

gion’s priorities include building at least

135,000 new housing units, construct-

ing amodern highway network, and

improving the health care system—all of

which will be done in partnership with

private investors. Other priorities include

modernizing the oil and gas infrastruc-

ture, expanding access to secondary and

post-secondary education, and continu-

ing to develop the region’s electricity-

generation capacity.435

TheKRG is also focused on improving

the region’s agricultural sector, which the

KRGMinister of Agriculture andWater

Resources describes as “old-fashioned.”

Years of neglect by the Ba’athist regime

severely damagedwhat was once one of

the breadbaskets of the region. In 2009,

the KRG implemented a five-year plan

to achieve food security and lessen its

dependence on imported foodstuffs.The

plan focuses on training local farmers

inmodern techniques andmaking the

region enticing to foreign investors by

providing land for cultivation.436

The Kurdish Welfare State
TheKRG provides most essential ser-

vices to the citizenry, including health-

care and education:437

• Health Care.While medical ser-

vices are generally modest in nature,

absent someminor fees for certain

medicines, they are, at least on paper,

essentially free. But high demand for

these services taxes the limited capac-

ity of the system and notable gaps

exist. Manymedical specialties are

barely represented in the region. For

example, of the approximately 8,000

doctors in the region, there are only 25

psychiatrists. International organiza-

tions are assisting the KRG build the

capacity of its Ministry of Health. For

example, theWorld Health Organiza-

tion is training Kurdish nurses as well

as more than 18,000 paramedics.

• Education. Schooling is free for

residents of the Kurdistan Region

through post-graduate studies. Ap-

proximately one-third of the popula-

tion is enrolled in school—1.5million

in kindergarten through grade 12,

and tens of thousandsmore in higher

education. According to the KRG

Minister of Education, a plan to

Table K.6

Quality of Life in the Kurdistan Region

% of Population

National

Average

Province

Dahuk Erbil Sulaymaniyah

Proportion of population below national
poverty line 22.9 9.3 3.4 3.3

Net enrollment in primary education 84.8 89.8 89.6 91.4

Net enrollment in secondary education 36.7 12.0 29.7 22.8

Illiteracy (ages 10+) 17.5 30.5 25.8 27.8

Prevalence of chronic disease 9.3 12.2 9.7 10.7

Households in lowest per capita
expenditure quintile 20.0 18.1 7.1 10.1

Proportion of households with toilets 91.3 87.1 79.6 92.1

Sources: UN, IAU, Dahuk, Sulaymaniyah, and Erbil Governorate Profiles, 9/2011, www.iauiraq.org, accessed
9/25/2011.

SIGIR officials meeting with the KRG Minister of
Finance, September 2011.
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reform the higher-education system in

two years is beginning to change the

way that universities operate in the re-

gion. However, the KRG does not have

enoughmoney to fund the education

of its growing number of elemen-

tary- and secondary-school students.

Overcrowding is also an issue, with

double and triple sessions held in

some schools. To ameliorate this, the

KRG is investing $150million in the

construction of new schools. Reflect-

ing the generally pro-U.S. sentiment

prevalent in the region, some schools

familiarize first-grade students with

English, generally beginning Arabic

instruction in the fourth grade.

Electricity
Whilemost of Iraq continues to suffer

from persistent power shortages, the

situation in the Kurdistan Region is

dramatically better.The region stopped

importing electricity fromTurkey in

January 2011, and it now produces all

the power it consumes.Moreover, the

KRG is now exporting power to Tameem

province, which has disconnected from

the Baghdad-administered grid and is

now enjoying up to 18 hours per day in

most areas.438

Sources of Power
Unlike Iraq’s lower 15 provinces, which

rely on the overburdened national

power transmission and distribu-

tion network operated by the GOI’s

Ministry of Electricity, the Kurdistan

Region receives power from a sepa-

rate grid administered by the KRG’s

Ministry of Electricity (KRG-MOE). Of

the five plants supplying power to the

region’s grid, three are privately owned

combustion-turbine plants, and two are

KRG-operated hydroelectric plants. The

combined feasible generating capacity

of these five plants is about 2,300 mega-

watts (MW), but actual output is lower,

primarily because the hydroelectric

plants have been running well below

capacity. In July, average production

from all five plants totaled 1,620 MW,

with 92% of that amount generated at

the three privately owned plants.439 As

Table K.7 shows, the amount of power

supplied by these three privately owned

plants has increased sharply over the

past three years, contributing to a

quadrupling of electricity supply in the

Kurdistan Region from July 2008 to

July 2011.

Rising Demand
Theregion’s robust economic develop-

ment is fueling a sharp rise in the demand

for power. In contrast tomost of Iraq, the

region has its highest power usage in the

wintermonths, due to the relatively lower
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Source: KRG, Ministry of Natural Resources, information
provided to SIGIR, 10/3/2011.
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Load Served as Percentage of

Estimated Demand, Kurdistan Region

vs. the Rest of Iraq, 2008–2011

Comparision of April−June Quarters

Source: SIGIR analysis based on ITAO/ESD, Electric Daily
Performance Reports, 4/1/2008–6/30/2011.

Table K.7

Average Electricity Supply, by Area of Iraq, 7/2008 vs. 7/2011

MW

Non-KRG Provinces KRG Provinces All Iraq

Change Change Change

7/2008 7/2011 Absolute % 7/2008 7/2011 Absolute % 7/2008 7/2011 Absolute %

Government Power Plants 4,384 4,863 479 11% 123 123 0 0% 4,507 4,986 479 11%

Private Power Plants 0 132 132 115 1,497 1,382 1,204% 115 1,628 1,514 1,319%

Power Plant Subtotal 4,384 4,994 610 14% 238 1,620 1,382 581% 4,622 6,614 1,992 43%

Iranian Imports 250 702 452 181% 0 0 0 250 702 452 181%

Turkish Imports 0 0 0 86 0 -86 -100% 86 0 -86 -100%

Imports Subtotal 250 702 452 181% 86 0 -86 -100% 336 702 366 109%

Total Supply 4,634 5,696 1,062 23% 323 1,620 1,297 401% 4,957 7,316 2,358 48%

Erbil-Tameem “Exports” 0 155 155 0 -155 -155 0 0 0

Net Supply 4,634 5,851 1,217 26% 323 1,465 1,142 353% 4,957 7,316 2,358 48%

Source: SIGIR analysis based on ITAO/ESD, Electric Daily Performance Reports, 7/1/2008–7/27/2011.
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winter temperatures, the high cost of

kerosene to fuel heaters, and the low cost

of electricity.TheKRG-MOE antici-

pates that increased demandwill reduce

available power to 18 hours during the

peak-demandwintermonths until several

new power projects come on line over the

next two years. Figure K.5 displays the

load served as a percentage of estimated

demand in theKurdistan Region as

compared to the rest of Iraq from 2008

to 2011, while Figure K.6 shows themain

sources of demand for 2011.440

New Projects
TheKRG-MOE expects to generate 3,000

MWby next winter. Additional power

plants under construction or planned in

the region include:441

• a Korean-built 300MWplant in

Erbil that could be expanded to

produce 600MW (currently under

construction)

• 2,000MWplant in Sulaymaniyah

(planned)

• 1,500MWplant in Erbil (planned)

• 1,500MWplant in Dahuk (planned)

There are also $800million in ongo-

ing transmission projects in the region,

including 70 new substations.442

In response to a recent solicitation for

bids to build 6,000 MW of new genera-

tion capacity, 46 companies from twelve

countries offered proposals as of Septem-

ber 15, 2011. But future contracts will

not include guarantees that the KRG

will purchase the power. Instead, the

companies will have to find other mar-

kets for their power, either exporting it

to the rest of Iraq or to other countries.

Thus, the KRG-MOE anticipates the

number of companies actually signing

contracts will be less than the 46 that

have already expressed an interest in

building facilities there.443

Powering Tameem (Kirkuk)
The relatively good power situation

in the region has enabled it to begin

exporting a modest amount of power

to Tameem province, home to the

contested city of Kirkuk. To mitigate

summertime power shortages, last

quarter Tameem began purchasing

power from the privately owned plant

in Erbil. Tameem currently produces

about 100 MW indigenously, supple-

mented by about 200 MW of power

from the privately owned plant in Erbil.

The imported power is “islanded”—that

is, it is not connected to the national

grid because of the technical incompat-

ibility of the two grids. KRG President

Barzani agreed to cover the cost of

the fuel to produce that electricity for

Kirkuk, which KRG officials estimated

at $16 million, as of August 31, 2011.444

KRG-MOE officials estimate that 85%

of Tameem currently receives about 18

hours of power per day. But some areas

of the province are still connected to the

national grid, including the largely Sunni

Arab city of Hawija, which has been one

of themore violentmunicipalities in

northern Iraq since 2003.445

Reform and the Rule of Law
Demonstrations of Discontent
On February 17, 2011, demonstrators

took to the streets of the KDP stronghold

of Sulaymaniyah to protest poor public

services andwhat they perceived as wide-

spread corruption in the KRG.Over the

next twomonths, these protests contin-

ued nearly every day, with demonstra-

tors calling for an end to cronyism and

demanding new political leadership for

the region. Kurdish security forces used

force to disperse several of these protests,

leading tomultiple deaths and dozens of

injuries over the two-month period.The

protests came to an end inmid-April,

and Sulaymaniyah has remained rela-

tively calm since then.446

OnApril 27, 2011, a six-member

committee, chaired by a Kurdish judge,

issued its report on the demonstrations

and the security forces’ reaction to them.

The committee found that violence was

committed by both security personnel

and protestors, and that the security

forces were poorly trained to handle such

situations.The committee also urged

the judicial authorities to prosecute all

those responsible for violence, both in the

security forces and among the protestors.

Among the committee report’s key find-

ings were that:447

• problems between theMinistry of

PeshmergaAffairs and theMinistry of

the Interior regarding themovement

of security forces led to an increase of

violence during the demonstrations

• the courts did not treat the situation

with “appropriate seriousness”

• in several instances, protestors

destroyed public and private prop-

erty and assaulted both civilians and

security personnel

Kurdish Judiciary
Some demonstrators cited the Kurdish

judiciary as an example of a politicized

institution in the region that is domi-

nated by the KDP and PUK. Previously,

the judiciary had been under the KRG

Ministry of Justice, but in 2007 it was

made independent. It is now admin-

istered by the KRG Judicial Council

under the leadership of the Chief Justice

of the region’s highest court.The KRG

judiciary also has its own budget, en-

hancing its independence. But problems

persist. In aMay 2009 speech, former

KRG PrimeMinister Nechirvan Barzani

SIGIR Deputy Inspector General meeting with KRG
Minister of Health in September 2011.
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stated that the region’s “judicial system is

not without its shortcomings,” and urged

judicial officials to:448

• promptly implement new laws, instead

of relying on older, outdated versions

• respect private-sector transactions

and ensure the legal sanctity of private

property and capital

• de-politicize the judiciary

• make court decisions publicly available

• improve coordination among the judi-

ciary and other KRG institutions

• modernize legal education

• familiarize citizens with their legal

rights

The KRG judiciary is currently re-

ceiving assistance from several inter-

national organizations, including the

European Union’s Rule of LawMission

for Iraq, which opened an office in Erbil

in April 2011.449

Internally Displaced Persons
The stability that has prevailed in the

Kurdistan Region since 2003 has made

it a safe haven for many Iraqis displaced

from their homes because of sectarian

violence. But cross-border incursions by

the Turkishmilitary targetingmembers

of the PKK have also forced some of the

region’s residents, particularly in Dahuk

province, to flee their homes.The nature

of and the conditions faced by internally

displaced persons (IDPs) in the Kurdis-

tan Region differ by province.450

• Dahuk. IDPs constitute about 21% of

the population, the highest propor-

tion of any province in Iraq. Nearly

all of the IDPs in Dahuk came from

elsewhere in the province or from

neighboring Ninewa. Approximately

two-thirds of IDPs have no source of

regular income, and about one-quar-

ter (24%) live in collective settlements

and refugee camps.

• Erbil.Most IDPs taking refuge in the

province fled violence in Baghdad or

Ninewa. About 68% of IDP families

have a familymember employed, and

most IDPs live in rented apartments or

houses, but the quality of these accom-

modations is often substandard.

• Sulaymaniyah. IDPs residing in the

province appear to be somewhat bet-

ter off than those in Dahuk and Erbil.

Almost 90% live in rented accommo-

dations with what the UN describes

as “similar access to electricity and

water as the local population,” and

nearly 70% of the IDP families re-

ceive some income from an employed

family member.

U.S. Reconstruction Program
With the end of all Provincial Recon-

struction Team (PRT) operations,

the Erbil Regional Reconstruction

Team became the core of the new U.S.

Consulate General, which opened in

mid-July 2011.

As of September 2010, the United

States had committed approximately

$871.62million to reconstruction efforts

in the Kurdistan Region.This amounts

to approximately $186 per person—

or just 13% of the $1,355 per person

committed to reconstruction efforts in

Anbar province, which received themost

reconstruction dollars on a per capita

basis of any province in Iraq.451 Figure

K.7 shows howmuch was committed to

various sectors between early 2003 and

September 2010.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
USACE awarded the largest reconstruc-

tion project in the region to FluorAMEC.

The IfrazWater Project, located in

Erbil, was constructed over two years

at a total cost of more than $185 mil-

lion in Iraq Relief and Reconstruction

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%
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International Development ($8.23)
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Figure K.7

U.S.-funded Infrastructure Projects in the Kurdistan Region,

by Category and Fund, as of 9/2010

% of $871.62 Million

Note: Numbers affected by rounding.

Source: IRMS, Global Benchmark, 9/3/2010.

Opening of U.S. Consulate General in Erbil on July 10,
2011. (KRG photo)
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Fund (IRRF) monies. Expansion of

the Chamchamal Correctional Facility

in Sulaymaniyah—the second-largest

project in the region—was funded by

more than $28 million of the Economic

Support Fund (ESF). Symbion Power

LLC completed the largest project in

Dahuk—an electrical distribution

project with a final cost of more than

$18 million in IRRF funds.452

Other significant projects completed

in the region byUSACE include:

• 110 kilometers of electricity-transmis-

sion lines in Dahuk province

($18.4million in ESF)

• a 132-kilovolt substation in Erbil

($17.7million in ESF)

• an emergency hospital in Erbil

($12.9million in ESF)

• a temporary public-safety academy in

Sulaymaniyah ($7.8million in IRRF)

• a senior center and orphanage in Erbil

($3.7million in ESF)

• a 12-span, 200-meter bridge in Sulay-

maniyah ($2.2million in ESF)

As of October 4, 2011, the only ongo-

ing USACE project in the region is a

$1.1 million ESF-funded rehabilitation of

a school inHalabja.453

USAID Operations
Since 2007, USAID’s Inma programhas

provided agricultural-development assis-

tance to Kurdish farmers. Program activi-

ties focused on training, seed distribution,

and business development.The program

also supported the development of vine-

yards, feedlots,mills, and greenhouses.

According toUSAID, Inma training

programs have benefitedmore than 2,800

residents of the Kurdistan Region.454

To date, USAID’sTijara economic-

development program has dispersed

1,019 loans totaling $19.3million to foster

commercial development and assist small

businesses in the Kurdistan Region.

Female entrepreneurs received 6.7% of

these loans ($1.1million).455

SIGIR Oversight
Between 2005 and 2010, SIGIR inspected

23 U.S.-funded reconstruction projects

in the Kurdistan Region, with a com-

bined value of almost $60million. Of

these, SIGIR determined that 12met

the contractual specifications while 11

fell short in one or more ways. Overall,

SIGIR found that most of the U.S.-

funded projects in the region were

significantly more successful than

projects built in the rest of Iraq, primar-

ily because reconstruction personnel

were operating in a more permissive

environment.This underscores one of

themain conclusions reached by SIGIR

after more than 7 years of oversight

work—namely, that reconstruction

should only be undertaken in reason-

ably secure environments. As the Iraq

reconstruction experience has amply

shown, doing otherwise dramati-

cally increases the risk that these funds

might be wasted.

SIGIR project assessments of projects

in the Kurdistan Region included:

• Orphanage and Senior Citizen

Assisted Living Center.This $3.7 mil-

lion ESF project resulted in the con-

struction of

a combined

orphanage

and senior

center in Er-

bil. Upon vis-

iting the site

in July 2009,

SIGIR discovered several relatively

minor safety concerns. After discus-

sions with SIGIR, the government

and contractor collaborated to correct

the deficiencies prior to the issuance

of SIGIR’s report on the facility in

October 2009.The successful comple-

tion of this project demonstrates

how real-time oversight can identify

problems at an early enough stage for

them to be corrected at minimal cost

to the taxpayer.456

• Erbil Police Academy.Theobjective

of this $10million ISFF project was

to design

and build a

police-train-

ing academy

to accom-

modate 650

students.

The KRG also committed $5.4 million

of its own funds to construct other

parts of the academy complex. Prior

to its construction, none of Erbil’s

approximately 4,300 police officers

had attended U.S.-approved police-

training courses. SIGIR’s 2007 visit to

the site determined that planning for

and construction of the project were

adequate, due in large part to USACE

involving senior KRG officials begin-

ning in the preliminary planning

stages. SIGIR also found that U.S.

project managers hadmade ample

allowances for effective contractor

quality control and government qual-

ity assurance, thereby ensuring timely

oversight and effective monitoring of

the facility’s construction.457

• ErbilMaternityHospital. SIGIR’s

2006 assessment of this $6.8 million

IRRF project found that while the

original rehabilitation work on the

hospital and

installa-

tion of new

equipment

hadmet

specifica-

tions, several

significant sustainment issues were

having a negative impact on hospital

operations.These included a lack

of trained personnel, poor waste-

disposal procedures, inadequate

cleaning practices, and unsatisfactory

equipment maintenance and parts

programs. SIGIR recommended that

the U.S. government coordinate with

KRG officials and hospital staff to

Erbil Orphanage and
Senior Center.

Erbil Police Academy.

Erbil Maternity Hospital.
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develop appropriate plans to allocate

resources and develop training plans

to resolve these sustainment issues.458

• Refurbishment of theKurdistan

Ministry of Interior (MOI)Complex.

Theobjective of this $5.9million

CERP project was to repair the five-

buildingKRG-MOI complex that was

severely damaged by a car bombing

inMay 2007. SIGIR’s site visits in

2008 determined that the project

components were adequately designed

prior to installation and found the

quality of theworkmanship and

materials used in construction to be

adequate. SIGIR found that the Turkish

contractor’s QCplan andUSACE’sQA

plan facilitatedwere sufficiently specific

to ensure the quality refurbishment of

the KRG-MOI complex.459

Table K.8 summarizes SIGIR oversight in

the Kurdistan Region since 2005.◆

Table K.8

SIGIR Oversight in the Kurdistan Region, 2005–2009

Assessment Number Project Name

Contract

Amount (Fund) Contractor

Met Contract

Specs

SIGIR PA-07-115 Erbil Police Academy $10,006,379 (ISFF) Tigris Company Yes

SIGIR PA-07-114 Iraqi Army Facilities $9,300,000 (ISFF) Toltest, Inc. Yes

SIGIR PA-06-094 Erbil Maternity and Pediatric Hospital $6,832,360 (IRRF) Parsons No

SIGIR PA-08-119 Refurbishment of the KRG Ministry of Interior Complex $5,896,011 (CERP) Tigris Company Yes

SIGIR PA-06-039 Zakho Military Academy $5,814,033 (IRRF) Local Yes

SIGIR PA-06-070 Dahuk Rehabilitation Center $5,633,803 (IRRF) Biltek Yes

SIGIR PA-09-178 Erbil Orphanage and Senior Citizen Assisted Living Center $3,725,000 (ESF) Local Yes

SIGIR PA-06-037 Erbil City Transformers $3,372,288 (IRRF) Washington International Yes

SIGIR PA-06-042 to 046 Kirkuk Primary Health Care Centers, KE–1 through KE–05 $2,746,673 (IRRF) Parsons Delaware No

SIGIR PA-06-036 Ainkawa Fire Station Construction $1,355,857 (IRRF) Parsons Global Services No

SIGIR PA-09-179 Qaladze Abattoir (Slaughterhouse) $1,100,000 (ESF) Local Yes

SIGIR PA-05-021 to 024 Sulaymaniya Border Posts 20, 23, 29, and 37 $1,090,368 (IRRF) Parsons Delaware No

SIGIR PA-08-120 Sarwaran Primary School $693,631 (CERP) Local Yes

SIGIR PA-08-121 Binaslawa Middle School $601,611 (CERP) Local Yes

SIGIR PA-09-186 Humer Kwer Health Center $547,257 (ESF) Local Yes

SIGIR PA-06-038 Sheile Primary School, Dahuk $460,438 (IRRF) Local Yes

Kurdistan MOI Complex.


